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Our  three featured images are from Part One of a Single Owner Collection of Military Cap badges. The Vendors Uncle was a collector 
over a few years, he did National Service and went on to be a Fire Man on Steam Engines. He then progressed to being an Engine 
Driver, he was a driver of the ATP on trial, which was later scrapped. He was mainly on the Carlisle to London route, and while on break 
before the return journey he would source military badges as he was very keen on WWI

The Property of the late Alan Bilgora Lot 1 to lot 150

Alan Bilgora (1929 - 2021) was a well-know record collector and authority on the tenor voice. He was a fine amateur tenor himself who 
performed regularly over many years in local operatic societies, the Dalston Synagogue Choir and the London Jewish Male Choir, with 
whom he sang for almost 40 years. Recordings of him show a very fine, well-produced voice with an excellent range to an impressive 
top C. He began collecting records in the late 1940s. Alan’s approach to collecting might be called an “encyclopædic” one. He was 
interested in amassing examples of as many tenors as he could, which resulted in a collection which contained small numbers of 
recordings of a vast number of singers. There were a small group of singers whom he collected more extensively, but the great majority 
are present in just a handful of examples. This sale provides an opportunity to explore rare and obscure names, many of whom display 
a quality well worth the attention of collectors. The remainder of the collection will be in the next Collectors sale

Day 1 – Tuesday 8th February at 10am  

Lot 1 to Lot 150                Bilgora Collection Part 1                                            

Lot 151 to Lot 198           Collectables                                                                   

Lot 199 to Lot 217           Goss and Crested China                                             

Lot 218 to Lot 233           Sporting                                                                          

Lot 234 to Lot 234           Fishing Equipment                                                        

Lot 265 to Lot 292           Transport                                                                       

Lot 293 to Lot 303           Cigarette & Trade Cards                                             

Lot 304 to Lot 327           Postcards & Ephemera                                               

Lot 328 to Lot 381           Stamps & First Day Covers                                        

Lot 382 to Lot 444           Fire Marks                                                                      

Lot 445 to Lot 494           Lighters                                                                           

Day 2 – Wednesday 9th February at 10am

Lot 495 to Lot 548           Memorabilia                                                                  

Lot 549 to Lot 592           Military Aviation                                                           

Lot 539 to Lot 597           Helmets                                                                          

Lot 598 to Lot 653           Medals and Decorations                                            

Lot 654 to Lot 746           Cap Badges & Helmet Plates                                     

Lot 747 to Lot 751           Air Rifles                                                                         

Lot 752 to Lot 755           De-Activated & Re-enactment Firearms                

Lot 567 to Lot 760           Antique Firearms                                                          

Lot 761 to Lot 805           Bayonets & Knives                                                       

Lot 806 to Lot 820           Swords                                                                            

If you wish to consign any of your items in our forthcoming auctions, please contact us.

Please call 01635 580 595 or email mail@specialauctionservices.com to make an appointment

1. Twenty-eight 10-inch vocal records, by Abramovic (3), Abrate (2), Acerbi (2), Bice Adami (-7inch  Odeon), Adami-Corradetti, 
Affre, Agnoletto (9), Agostini, Aksarova, Alabiso (7), (28)
 £20-40
 
2. Thirty-six 10-inch vocal records, by Franco Albanese (21 Cetras), Carlo Albani (5), Alberghetti, Werner Alberti, Alcaide (3), 
Alda (5), (36)
 £20-40
 
3. Twenty-eight 10-inch vocal records, by  Aleksandrovich (5), Stiles Allen, Perceval Allen, Norman Allin (3), Altery, Alluli-
Olivieri, Alpar, Althouse, (2), Amadi (6), Amandi, N.Amati (2), P Amato (3), Ammermann, (28)
 £20-30
 
4. Thirty 10-inch vocal records, by Anders (11) F.Andersson (2), M.Anderson (6), Ansseau (7), Antoine, Antonova, Anzani, 
Anzelotti, (30)
 £20-40
 
5. Twenty-two 10-inch vocal records, by Appels, Aramesco (3), Arangi-Lombardi (Fon Naz), Arbeau, Armanini (10), Armhold, 
Armoli, Arnaldi, Arnoult (3), (22)
 £20-40
 
6. Thirty-four 10-inch vocal records, by Aubert, Augez de Montalent (3), Azema (4)  Bacciato, Badia (2), Badini (6), Baer, Bailie, 
Baklanov (2), Balbon (3), Baldassare-Tedeschi (3), Baldrich (7), (34)
 £20-40
 
7. Thirty-six 10-inch vocal records, by Baldoux, Ballarini, Ballester (2) Banuls, Barabas, Baratto, Barberini (2), Attilio Barbieri 
(2), Fedora Barbieri (2), Bardsley (2), Bari (2), Baro, Baroni, Barsova, Bascetta, Bastida (2), Bateman, Battaglia, Battistini, Bauer, 
Beaujon, Baust, Becchi (3),  Beddington Behrens, Beets, Bellati (2) (36)
 £20-40
 
8. Twenty-four 10-inch vocal records, by Bauge (10), Baum, Baumer Belluci, Belostozky, Beltran, Belugin, Bendinelli (8),  (24)
 £30-50
 
9. Thirty-three 10-inch vocal records, Benini (2), Bennett(2), Bensa, Ben Sedira (4), Berdini, Beres, Friedel Beckmann (4), Jose 
Beckmans, Ettore Bergamaschi (4 Fon Naz), Bergamini, Erna Berger (5), Rudolf Berger, Berglund, Bergstrom, Berini (2), Bernac (2), 
Bernacchi, Berner, Bersellini (2), Berthon, (33)
 £40-60
 
10. Twenty-seven 10-inch vocal records, by Romeo Berti (12), Bertin, Besanzoni, Besselinck, Bettoni, Beut, Beyle (10), (27)
 £20-40
 
11. Thirty 10-inch vocal records, by Beynon, Beyron, Bezares, Biel (Ebrea), Bielecki, Billot (10), Binci (2), Birba, Birrenkoven (2), 
Bitterauf, Blaimont (4), Blanc, Blanchart, Blazicek (3), (30)
 £40-60
 
12. Thirty 10-inch vocal records, by Bloch, Bocardi (3),Bohnen (4), Bollmann (5), Bolotin, Bolshakov, Bonci (5), Bonelli (6), 
Boninsegna (2), (30)
 £20-40
 
13. Forty-five 10-inch vocal records, by Jussi Bjorling (19, all Scandinavian plum label X issues) and Dino Borgioli (26 incl. 13 
acoustics) (45)
 £30-40
 
14. Twenty-five 10-inch vocal records, by Borelli (2), Borg (2), A. Borgioli (3), Borghetti, Borisenko, Borthayre, Botel (2), Bourdin 
(7), Bouvier, Boyer, Bradshaw, Branzell, Braschi (25)
 £20-30
 
15. Twenty-five 10-inch vocal records, by Bravi (2x1902 Zonos), Brefelli (3), Brazell, Brems, Brindle, Brohly, Brothier (4), 
Brownlee (4), Brownlow (2), Bruna, Bruna Rasa, Buckman, Buguet, Burckhardt, Burdino (25)
 £20-30
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16. Twenty-three 10-inch vocal records, by Karl Burian (6), Emil Burian, Tom Burke (6), Burkraf, Burlack, Burnier, Burzio, Buti (6) 
(2
3)
 £15-25
 
17. Thirty-one 10-inch vocal records, by Caballe (3), Caffeto (2), Calleja (5), Cals, Cambon, Campagnola (18) (31)
 £20-40
 
18. Twenty-five 10-inch vocal records, by Campagnari, Campanari-Lamont, Capsir (2), Carday, Carlyle, Carobbi, Carosio (4), 
Carpio, Caruso (12), Casavecchi, (25)
 £15-25
 
19. Twenty-two 10-inch vocal records, by Anna Case, Castagna, Castellani, Castellano, Cathelat (2), Catley (2), Cavara (3), Cave, 
Cazaro, Juan de Casenave (2),Guy Cazeneve (3), Cazette (3) (22)
 £20-30
 
20. Twenty-five 10-inch vocal records, by Cebotari, Lionello Cecil (3), Winifred Cecil (2), Celis, Cerini, Cernay (5), Cesari, 
Cesarini, Cestari, Chamberlain, Chandal, Chaques, Chardy, Chastenet, Chiaia (3), Chissari, (25)
 £30-40
 
21. Twenty-nine 10-inch vocal records, by Chamlee (19), Ciaparelli, Cibelli, Ciccolini (2), Cigada, Cigna, Cilla (4), (29)
 £30-40
 
22. Twenty-seven 10-inch vocal records, by Ciniselli (5), Civil (3), Claudel (6), Claverie (2), Clemens, Clement (2), Cloerec 
Maupas (3), John Coates (5), (27)
 £30-40
 
23. Twenty-nine 10-inch vocal records, by Coelho (2), Coiffier, Colazza (2), Colman, Colombo, Conley (3), Costantini (2), 
Constantino (14), Franco Corelli (2 Cetras - Fanciulla and Adriana), Corbetta, (29)
 £40-60
 
24. Twenty-five 10-inch vocal records, by Cornelius, Corney, Corradetti, Cortada, Cortis (12), Coseia, Costa (4), Costa  lo Giudice 
(4), (25)
 £20-40
 
25. Twenty-six 10-inch vocal records, by Cottino, Couzinou (4), Cox (2), Crabbe (4), Crestani, Crimi (14), (26)
 £30-50
 
26. Twenty-seven 10-inch vocal records, by Cremona (2 incl 1 Cetra), Cristalli, Cristoforeanu (2), Cueto, Cuevas, Cunego (4), 
Dachary, Daddi (3), D’Alessio (12), (27)
 £20-40
 
27. Twenty-nine 10-inch vocal records, by dall Rizza, dal Monte (4), Dalmores (3), D’Alvarez3), Dambrine, Danilewsky, Danise 
(8), Dargavel, D’Arkor (6), (29)
 £20-40
 
28. Twenty-seven 10-inch vocal records, by Dasnoy, Davidov (3), Davidova, Ben Davies, Tudor Davies (4), Angela de Angelis (1 
Phonotype), Dearth, De Bassani, de Bernardi (10), de Bettencourt, de Caro, de Creux (2), (27)
 £20-40
 
29. Twenty-eight 10-inch vocal records, by de Franceschi (2), de Gogorza (3), de Gregorio (12), Dehousse (3), Delaquerriere, 
Delaux, Del Campo (6), (28)
 £20-40
 
30. Twenty-five 10-inch vocal records, by Deldi (3), Solange Delmas (2), del Rio, Del Ry, Del Signore, de Luca (4), De Lucia (5 
incl. G&T Barbieri 52427, Don Giovanni 52661 (cr), P-D Elixir 54357, Victor Manon 66001), de Marchena, Demarcy (2), De Moraes, 
Demougeot , de Muro (3), (25)
 £30-40
 
31. Twenty-five 10-inch vocal records, by Enzo de Muro Lomanto (25)
 £30-40
 

32. Thirty-one 10-inch vocal records, by Demuth, De Neri (2), Denijs (2), Denya (3), De Pasquale, Dereyne, De Rosa, Dermota 
(3), de Segurola, de Silvera (4), Dessa (2), Destinn (2), De Trevi (3), de Tura (5), (31)
 £30-40
 
33. Twenty-six 10-inch vocal records, by Deva-Dassy, de Villadolid, de Voltri (4), Devos, De Vries (3), Devries (4), De Szolnay, 
Dianni (3), Dickson (3), Didur (2), di Giovanni, di Lelio (3) (26)
 £30-40
 
34. Twenty-three 10-inch vocal records, by Di Mazzei (12), di Maria Petris, di Mola (2), di Primo, di Stefano (4), Dister (2), De 
Verola (23)
 £20-40
 
35. Twenty-nine 10-inch vocal records, by Dobkin, Doloukhanova (4), Dolivo, Domgaff-Fassbaender (9), Dominici (2), Dons, 
Dornay, Dorner, Doubrovsky (2), Dowd (33rpm acetate farewell concert), Downar, Dragonette, Drago-Hrzic (2), Drezdenskiej, (29)
 £30-40
 
36. Twenty-eight 10-inch vocal records, by Drost (2), Drvota, Dubost, Dufault, Dufranne, Duncan, Dupre (3), Dutreix (4), Dux (2), 
Dworsky (3), Easton (4), Ederle (6), (28)
 £30-40
 
37. Twenty-two 10-inch vocal records, by Edvina (2), Eggert, Eisdel (5), Eisinger (2), Elain, Elwes (2), Enderlein, Endreze (6), 
Engel, Engels, (22)
 £20-30
 
38. Twenty-seven 10-inch vocal records, by Erb (16), Essermann, Fagoaga, Falkner (2), Fanelli, Farrar (3), Fasciolo, Fassel, 
Fassino, (27)
 £30-50
 
39. Twenty-seven 10-inch vocal records, by Favero (3), Fear, Feinhals, Feller, Feraldy (3), Ferguson (2), Ferraris (2), Fernandez, 
Ferrara, Ferrari (2), Ferrari-Fontana, Ferretti, Ferrier (2), Fidesser, Filippeschi, Finzi-Magrini (4), (27
 £30-40
 
40. Twenty-six 10-inch vocal records, by Fioravanti, Fischer-Ferry, Fitziu, Flagstad (5), Fleta (8), Foix (4), Folescu, Folgar (5), (26)
 £20-30
 
41. Twenty-seven 10-inch vocal records, by Cesare Formichi (27)
 £30-40
 
42. Twenty-nine 10-inch vocal records, by Fornia, Forsell, Fontaine, Fontagnere, Foresta, Fort (8), Fouchy3), Francardi (Cetra), 
Franchi, Ben Franci (6)Tom Franci (2), Franz (3) (29)
 £40-50
 
43. Twenty-three 10-inch vocal records, by Frederiksen, Fregosi (4), Frera, Frey, Friant (11), Friedrich, Frijsh, Frind (2), Fry, (23)
 £30-40
 
44. Twenty-seven 10-inch vocal records, by Fugel, Fugere (4), Fujiwara (2), Fuld, Fuller, Fullin, Fusati (6), Fusco (2), Gabor (2), 
Gabre, Gafni (3), Galeffi (3) (27)
 £30-40
 
45. Twenty Flexible 10-inch vocal records, Phonycord (9 by Salvati, Rojansky, Caravello, Van de Sande, Bisantz and Romito), 
Goodson (5 by Volpi, Di Bernardi and Bisagni), Novaphon (Salvati/Joken), Filmophone (Groves), Pathe (Kirchoff) (20)
 £30-40
 
46. Twenty-nine 10-inch vocal records, by Gallins (2), Galvany (2), Gamba (2), Gamrakelli (4), Gandia, Garbin (3), Jose Garcia,  
Juan Garcia (9),  Garrison, Garuti (3), (29)
 £30-40
 
47. Twenty-seven 10-inch vocal records, by Gazparian(2), Gasperoni (Cetra), Gastaud, Gatti (2), Gaudin (3), Gauley (2), Gautier 
(4), George, Geori-Boue, Gemelli (Cetra), Genio, Genoves, Gentile (4) Gentilini, Gerbel,Gerar, (27)
 £40-50
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48. Twenty-six 10-inch vocal records, by Gerard (2), Gerbert (2), Gerhardt, Gerlach-Ruznak (6), Gervasi, Gero (3 Cetras), Gest, 
Ghelardini, Gherlinzoni (3) Ghirardini, Dusolina Giannini (2) Diego Giannini, Ferrucio Giannini, Giglio, (26)
 £40-50
 
49. Thirteen 10-inch vocal records, by Gilles (8), Giorgini (G&T 52174, 52175, 52177, PD 2-52691, Dog Mon 2-52565) (5), (13)
 £60-80
 
50. Ten 10-inch vocal records, Giorgini (G&T 52173, 52178, 52194, 52197, 2-52421, 2-52422, PD 2-52664, Green HMV R5215, 
Pathe X2, X8) (10)
 £70-90
 
51. Twenty-eight 10-inch vocal records, by Gilly (2), Giordano (4), Giorgianni,  Girard (3), Glaser (2), Glawitsch (2), Alma Gluck 
(5), M. Gluck (2), Gmyria (4), (28)
 £20-40
 
52. Twenty-five 10-inch vocal records, by Goavec (2), Gobbi (5), Godono, Goldsteen (3), Gombau, Gorin (7), Gordon (2), Govoni 
(3), Gowings, (25)
 £20-30
 
53. Twenty-seven 10-inch vocal records, by Graarud (£0, Granda (6), Grandini, Granforte (3), Grani, Graveure (2), Grayson, 
Greene, Gregoire (4), Greverus (2), Greindl (2), Griebel, (27)
 £30-40
 
54. Twenty-six 10-inch vocal records, by Grishko (2), Grobke, Groenen, Grunden, Gruning, Gueden (3), Gueho, Guerrini, 
Guenot, Guetary, Guitry, Guglielmetti (6), Guitart (2), Guizer, Gunther, Gusso (3), (26)
 £20-30
 
55. Twenty-eight 10-inch vocal records, by Hacket (15), Haller (3), Hammes (3), Hamlin (2), Ma Hansen, Niels Hansen (2), 
Charles Harrison (2), (28)
 £20-30
 
56. Twenty-five 10-inch vocal records, John Harrison, Leonard Harrison, Harrold, Hartmenn, Harvey, Hasslo (3), Hawkins, Hayes 
(3), Hayward (2), Heidersbach, Heinrich, Helder, Hell, Helsy (3), Heming, Henderson (3), (25)
 £20-30
 
57. Sixty-nine 10-inch vocal records, by Herbert Ernst Groh (69)
 £30-40
 
58. Twenty-seven 10-inch vocal records, by Hendrik (6), Henschel, Herold (2), Herrero, Agnes Herrmann, Josef Herrmann, 
Hertzberg, Hertzman, Hesch, Heseltine (4), Heyne-Franke, Hill (3), Hirigoyen (2), Hirzel, (27)
 £30-40
 
59. Twenty-five 10-inch vocal records, by Hislop (18), Hofmann (2), Hotter, Huc Santana, Hutt (2), Hybinette, (25)
 £30-40
 
60. Twenty-eight 10-inch vocal records, by Gerhard Husch (13), and Heinrich  Schlusnus (15), (28)
 £30-40
 
61. Fifty-four 10-inch vocal records, Hungarian records including many MHV, Qualiton and Hungarian HMV, dating between the 
late 1920s and the post-war period (54)
 £30-40
 
62. Twenty-five 10-inch vocal records, by Islandi (9), Infantino (9), Inghlilleri (2), Irwin, Ivogun, Izar (2), Izarie-Gallyot, (25)
 £30-40
 
63. Thirty-one 10-inch vocal records, by Ivanov (13), Jacobsen (3), Jadlowker (2), Jose Janson (4) Herbert Janssen, Jaume , Jenik 
(3), Jeritza (4), (31)
 £30-40
 
64. Twenty-eight 10-inch vocal records, by Jobin, Waldemar Jonsen (2), Edward Johnson (3), James Johnston (3), Jolan, Bessie 
Jones, Parry Jones (2), Roderick Jones, Rowland Jones, Trefor Jones (2), Jonsson, Jordan (2), Jorn (2), Jouatte, Jourfier (4), (28)
 £30-40

65. Twenty-two 10-inch vocal records, by Journet (6), Jungkurth (2), Juarez, Junot, Jysor (3), Kaisin (2), Kalenberg, Kallini, Karle 
(4), Karenzin (22)
 £30-40
 
66. Twenty-eight 10-inch vocal records, Jewish Cantorial and Hebrew by Arden, Bakon, Basser, Belarsky (2), Bischofswerder, 
Blumenthal, Cerini, Chagy (8), Cohen, Damari, Davidson, Dubin, Ellstein, Fuchsmann, Gorin, Grossman, Guttmann, Herschman, John 
(28)
 £30-40
 
67. Thirty-one 10-inch vocal records, Jewish Cantorial and Hebrew by Kapov-Kagan (2), Kittay, Kupfer, Kusevitsky (5), Kwartin 
(90, Lebedeff (3), Lewandowski (2), Lichtenstein,  Liederman, Matyas, Medoff (3), Monti,  Morgenstern, (31)
 £30-40
 
68. Twenty-six 10-inch vocal records, Jewish Cantorial and Hebrew by Oysher, Pinchik,  Pinkasowicz (4),  Raphael (2), Rosenblatt 
(17), Rothstein, (26)
 £30-40
 
69. Thirty-two 10-inch vocal records, Jewish Cantorial and Hebrew by Schauspieler, Schwartz (3), Shachter, Shlisky, Singer, 
Sirota (21), Stern (2), Vilkomirsky, Woolff, (32)
 £40-50
 
70. Twenty-eight 10-inch vocal records, by Karola (4), Kartin, Katkins (2), Kaufmann, Kazantseva, Kejrova, Kelsey, Kern, Kernoff, 
Khromchenko (2), Kiepura (4), Kilchevsky (2), Kingston, Kipnis (6), (28)
 £30-40
 
71. Twenty-one 10-inch vocal records, by Kiplovenko-Damanski, Kirky-Lunn, Kisselburgh, Kittay (2), Klementiev, Kline, Knote, 
Knudsen, Koch, Konestzki, Korjus, Korsoff (3), Koshetz, Kotter, Koubitzky, Kraft, Kraieff,  (21)
 £30-40
 
72. Twenty-five 10-inch vocal records, by  Fritz Krauss, Kraussova (2), Kubla, Ksirova, Krivchenya, Kozlovsky (16), Kunz, Kupper, 
(25)
 £20-30
 
73. Twenty-six 10-inch vocal records, by Krismer (8), Kurenko (2), Kurz (2), Kusevitsky, Kuttner (6), Ladis, Lafont, Laholm (2), Lail, 
Lamber, Lamont, (26)
 £40-60
 
74. Twenty-nine 10-inch vocal records, by Charles Kullman (29)
 £20-30
 
75. Twenty-seen 10-inch vocal records, by Lamy (3), Lankow, Lanzone, Lapelletrie (5), Lara (2), Larsen-Todsen, Lary (2), Lappas 
(4), Laptev, Lashanska, Laurenti (2), Laval, Marjorie Lawrence (2), Martin Lawrence, (27)
 £30-40
 
76. Twenty-four 10-inch vocal records, by Lauri-Volpi (16 incl. Fono Roma Canzone del sole) and Lazzaro (8), (24)
 £30-40
 
77. Twenty-three 10-inch vocal records, by Mario Lanza (22), Lazzari, (23)
 £20-30
 
78. Thirty 10-inch vocal records, by Sergei Lemeshev (30)
 £30-40
 
79. Twenty-seven 10-inch vocal records, by Lederer-Prina, Lotte Lehmann (8), Leiseifer, Lemichel le Roy (4), Lenghi-Cellini (9), 
Lennartsson, Lenoty (2), Leon, (27)
 £20-30
 
80. Twenty-three 10-inch vocal records, by Lens (3), Leonhardt, Leoni, Leppee, Leshchenko, Leullier, Lewis, Lindi (8), Lindsay, 
Linsky, Lisitsian (4), (23)
 £20-30
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81. Twenty-six 10-inch vocal records, by List (3), Litvinenko-Volgemut (2), Livi (2), Ljungberg (2), David Lloyd (4), Ed Lloyd, Lois, 
Loos, Lorenz, Lorenzi (Cetra), Lenzi, Lotti Camici, Lovano (3), Luart (3) Lubin, (26)
 £30-40
 
82. Twenty-seven 10-inch vocal records, by Luccioni, Ludolph, Walther Ludwig (5), Lugo (16), Luigi, Lulli (3), (27)
 £30-40
 
83. Twenty-seven 10-inch vocal records, by Luria (3), Lussardi, Lynch (3), Lynel (5), Sydney MacEwan (3), William MacEwan (2), 
Tandy Mackenzie, Macklin (2), Macnez. Magomaev, Maison (4), (27)
 £20-30
 
84. Twenty-five 10-inch vocal records, by Maikl, Maksakova, Malaspina (4), Malegot, Malesci (3), Malipiero (3), Malone, 
Mancini, Manceau, Mandarino, Manfrini, Manoli, Manski, Manurita (5),
 £30-40
 
85. Twenty-five 10-inch vocal records, by Marak (10), Marcangeli, Marcelin (11), Leon Marcel (3)
 £30-40
 
86. Twenty-eight 10-inch vocal records, by Blanche Marchesi (JH9 - Sicilian Cart/Dido), Mardones (3), Marechal (2), Mariani, 
Luis Mariano (8), Marini (4), Marion, Marischka, Markan, Marletta (2), Malnory-Marseillac, Marsh, Marshall (2), (28)
 £40-60
 
87. Twenty-eight 10-inch vocal records, by Denis Martin, Riccardo Martin (2), William Martin, Germaine Martinelli (3), Giovanni 
Martinelli (4), Madeleine Martinetti, Martinez-Patti (8), Nino Martini (5), Marty-Riant, Marzolli, (28)
 £30-40
 
88. Twenty-seven 10-inch vocal records, by Masak (3), Mascheroni, Galliano Masini (5), P. Masini, Maslennikova (3), Edith 
Mason, Mathieu, Matrojani (5), Gino Mattera (Cetra), Maugeri (4), Mauranne, (27)
 £30-40
 
89. Twenty-five 10-inch vocal records, by Maurini (2), Maynor, Mayr, Mayral, McEachern (8), McHugh (2), McKinley, Meader, 
Medoff, Medus, Megane, Meisle, Meister, Mejia (3), (25)
 £30-40
 
90. Thirty-two 10-inch vocal records, by Melandri, Melchior (11, incl Nordisk Polyphon - Da Freden/Der flyver saa), Mele, Melis, 
Melius (2), Meller, Melton (3), Menescaldi (3), Menotti, Merli (8 incl 4 acoustics), (32)
 £40-60
 
91. Twenty-eight 10-inch vocal records, by Merrill, Michailova (2), Micheletti (18), Michel, Midgely (6), (28)
 £30-40
 
92. Twenty-six 10-inch vocal records, by Mieli (3 incl 1901 Zono), Mikhailov (2), Milano, Milhau, Miller, Milona (5), Miltschinoff, 
Minazzi, Minghetti (2), Modestov, Moes, Mojica (5), Molina, (26)
 £30-40
 
93. Thirty-one 10-inch vocal records, by Molinari (9), Montesanto (2), Morel, Morelli (5), Moriche, Morgan, Morrisson (10), 
Morton (2), (31
 £30-40
 
94. Thirty-one 10-inch vocal records, by Morturier (3), Moscona (2), Mossakowsky, Muller, Mullings (3), Mummery (5), 
Munnynck, Munsel, Muratore (2), Murgatroyd, Murulo (2), Murphy, Musy (4), Muz, Muzio, Mysz-Gmeiner (2) (31)
 £30-40
 
95. Thirty-two 10-inch vocal records, Victor discs recorded in 1928 in Manchuria by Baturina, Knijmikoff Lemeshev, Naidovich 
Sprishevskaya, Zelinskaya (16), Nagachevsky (2), Szyfer, Narcon, Nash (3), Natzke (2), Naval, Navarro (6), (32)
 £30-40
 
96. Forty-two 10-inch vocal records, by Naylor (4), Nazaroff, Nechaev (3), Nelepp (2), Nequecaur (3), Nespoulous, Neverov, 
Nietan, Nieto, Nissen, Noel (20, Noni, Noordewier-Reddingius, Norby, Nore, Norena (2), Note (2(, Noto, Noval, Novelli, Novokova, 
Novis, Novotna (4), Nowakowski (2), Nuibo (42)
 £30-40
 

97. Forty-two 10-inch vocal records, by Oakland (2), Obein, Obukhova (5), O’Connor, O’Duffy, Ogino, Ognivtsev, Ohman (3), 
Olczewska (2), Oldrup Pedderson, Oldham (2), Oliver (4), O’Malley (4), Colin O’Moore (7), Oltrabella, Onegin (4), Oppenheim, (42)
 £30-40
 
98. Forty-one 10-inch vocal records, by Oppezzo (8), Ora, Orlandis (5), Orliac (2), O’Sullivan (6), Orfenov, Ots (2), Ottein (2), 
Ottolini (1902 Zono), Oxilia (2 incl. 1902 G&T),  Ozerov (2), Pacetti, Adolpho Pacini, Paganelli  (5), Pagliughi (2), (41)
 £40-60
 
99. Thirty-five 10-inch vocal records, by Palacios, Palet (6), Palombi, Pampanini (3), Pantofel-Nachetskaya (3), Panzera (5), Paoli 
(5),Pape, Parmeggiani (5), Parvis (2), Pasero (2), Pasquariello, (35)
 £40-60
 
100. Forty-two 10-inch vocal records, by Pataky 8), Pattiera (8), Patzak (17), Paulet, Pauli (2), Pavloska, Payan (4),(42)
 £30-50
 
101. Forty 10-inch vocal records, by Pears, Pechkovsky, Jan Peerce (10), Perea (2), Perelli (3), Perras (3), Pernet (4), Perret (2), 
Perry, Petrov, Pezzuti, Robert Philipp (2), Piccioli (2), Pidgeon. Pikov (2), Piltti (2 incl 1937 Deutsche Rundfunk disc), Pimazzoni (2), (40)
 £40-60
 
102. Twenty-eight 10-inch vocal records, by Piccaver (16), Pini, Piquer, Pirogov (5), Planel (4), Pocidalo (2), (278
 £30-40
 
103. Twenty-six 10-inch vocal records, by Aureliano Pertile (26)
 £30-40
 
104. Twenty-eight 10-inch vocal records, by Piccaluga (16), Poggi (2), Pollert (2), Poli, Pollicino (7)
 £30-50
 
105. Forty-two 10-inch vocal records, by Poli-Randaccio, Pollini, Polverosi (3), Pons (5), Carmela Ponselle, Power, Pozzoli (2), 
Prandelli, Predit, Priednieks-Kavara (3), Profeti (2), Printemps (5), Preuss (2), Pujol (12), (42)
 £40-50
 
106. Twenty-one 10-inch vocal records, by Pulido, Puma, Pusch, Quinto, Rabinowitz (2), Radaelli (3), Radamsky (3), Radford, 
Raes, Raicheff (7), (21)
 £40-30
 
107. Twenty-one 10-inch vocal records, by Raisa, Einer Ralf, Oscar Ralf, Rambaud (5), Carlos Ramirez (4), Rappold, Rautawaara (6 
incl. 3 d/s radio acetetes of Sibelius songs), Raveau,Rousseliere (2 - 2-32806, 3-32848) (21)
 £50-70
 
108. Forty-one 10-inch vocal records, by Raventos (2), Ravazzoli, Raynor (8), Rea, Redondo (4), Regelly (4), Regis (4), Rehkemper, 
Reichelt, Reichart, Reimers, Reinmar, Reizen (10), Renaud, Renaux, (41)
 £30-40
 
109. Forty 10-inch vocal records, by Renzi, Rethberg (5), Rethy (2), Reti, Rettore, Revoil, Rey, Riavez, Richard, Rimini (2), Ritch, 
Ritte, Robertson (3), Robeson (5), Robin (2) Rocca, (3), Rode, Rodin, Rodrigues. Romeu (6), (40)
 £30-40
 
110. Thirty-eight 10-inch vocal records, by Rogatchewsky (9), Romito (3), Rondelet (4), Rondinella (2), Roque (2), Rosanoff, 
Rosing (3), Rosler (3), Anafesto Rossi, Tino Rossi, (5), Rossi-Lemeni (3 incl. 2 Cetras), Rossi Morelli, Rostan (38)
 £40-50
 
111. Thirty-eight 10-inch vocal records, by Rothmuller, Rouard (4), Rouchy (3), Rousseau (3), Rowlands, Roy, Rozani, Ruffo (12), 
Rynning, Sabinin, Sack (2), Sadoven (2), Sagi-Barba (5), Sagi Vella, (38)
 £30-40
 
112. Thirty-six 10-inch vocal records, by Helge Roswaenge (20) and Rudolf Schock (16), (36)
 £30-40
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113. Thirty-six 10-inch vocal records, by Saint-Cricq (4), Salecki, Sallick, Salvaneschi, Salvarezza, Salvati (5), Salvatini, Salviati, 
Sammarco, Sandberg (2), Santafe, Santagostino, Santarelli (2), Santini (2), Sardet (2), Sarobe (2), Sassone Soster, Sayao (5), Sayeta, 
(36)
 £30-40
 
114. Thirty-six 10-inch vocal records, by Scacciata, Scalabrini (3), Scampini (4), Scarlini, Scavizzi (3), Scheidl (3), Schellenberg (4), 
Schicht, Schipper, Schmedes (2), Schmidt-Walter (3), Behr-Schnabel, Willy Schneider, Maria Schneider, Schoene, Schorr (3), Schrader, 
Schrodter, Oscar Schubert, (36)
 £40-60
 
115. Forty 10-inch vocal records, by Joseph Schmidt (40)
 £20-30
 
116. Forty 10-inch vocal records, by Tito Schipa (18) and Beniamino Gigli (22)
 £20-30
 
117. Forty-two 10-inch vocal records, by Aksel Schiotz (13), Schuller (2), Schuricke, Schuster, Schutz, Schweinespeck,  
Schutzendorf, Joseph Schwarz (2), Paul Schwarz, Vera Schwarz (2), Scotney, George Scott, Scuderi, Seefried (5 incl. 1 radio 
acetate),Seider, Sembri, Sengeleitner, Seri (2), Serra (2), Sevastianov, Seversky, (42)
 £40-60
 
118. Thirty-five 10-inch vocal records, by Shaposhnikov, Shchegolkov,Sheridan (2), Sherwood (4), Shmelev, Shpiller (2), Sibiriakov 
(2), Siepi (3), Siewert, Sigfus, Silva (2), Silveri (4), Gustave Simon, G. Simon, Sindler, Simonetta, Sinimberghi (3), Sirvent (2), Sjoberg, 
Skagfield (2), (35)
 £30-40
 
119. Twenty-one 10-inch vocal records, by Leo Slezak (13) and Dmitri Smirnov (9 incl. DA476, DA569, DA617,  DA752, electric 
Odeon 188.061), (21)
 £60-80
 
120. Twenty-one 10-inch vocal records, by Slobodskaya,  Smith, Smithson, Sola (3), Solari (7), Soler, Sonnerstedt, Sperning, 
Speyer, Spiwak (4), (21)
 £30-40
 
121. Twenty-seven 10-inch vocal records, by Souez (2), Souzay (5), Spani (2 incl. one acoustic D9455), Stabile (6), Stanton, 
Stellakis (2), Sten, Stepanova, Sterkens (7), (27)
 £30-40
 
122. Twenty-six 10-inch vocal records, by Horace Stevens, Rise Stevens, Stevenson, Stignani (2), Storchi, Stockman (3), Stork, 
Stracciari (10), Strienz (4), Sumac (2), (26)
 £20-30
 
123. Twenty-six 10-inch vocal records, by Supervia (9), Sved (3), Svendsen (2), Swarthout, Swolfs (3), Szereszewski, Taccani (6), 
(26)
 £30-40
 
124. Twenty-seven 10-inch vocal records, by Tagliabue (2), Tagliavini (10 incl. 7 Cetras), Tajo, Tajoli (2), Talarico, Talen (2), 
Tamagno (3), Tamara, Taubmann, Taucher, Tavares, Tavignano (2), (27)
 £30-40
 
125. Thirty 10-inch vocal records, by Tedeschi (4), Tegani, Tellez, Terkal, Terol, Tesorieri, Teschemacher (2), Tessandra (2), Te 
Wiata, Teyte (2), Thevenot, J.C. Thomas (8), Megan Thomas (2), T.L. Thomas (2), William Thomas, (30)
 £30-40
 
126. Twenty-five 10-inch vocal records, by Thorborg (3), Thornton (4), Thorpe, Thygesen (3), Tibbett (2), Ticha, Tilkin-Servais, 
Tirado (6), Tirard (2), Tirmont (2), (25)
 £20-30
 
127. Thirty-three 10-inch vocal records, by Georges Thill (27) and Frank Titterton (6), (33)
 £30-40
 

128. Twenty-nine 10-inch vocal records, by Tokatyan (2), Tomaco, Tomashenko, Tommasini, Toninello, Tragin, Traxel (3), Tubiana 
(5), Tucker (4), Turganoff, Eva Turner (2), Alan Turner, John Turner (4), Turrini (Cetra), (29)
 £30-40
 
129. Thirty-three 10-inch vocal records, by Ugaro, Ulfing, Unger, Unkel, Urbano (2), Urlus, Ustinov, Utreira, Uzunov,Vada (4), 
Valdengo (3 incl 1 Cetra), Valente (9), Valentino (2), Valle (3 Cetras),Valetti (2 Cetras),  (33)
 £30-40
 
130. Thirty 10-inch vocal records, by Valls (2 black G&Ts), van der Gucht, van Dieman (2), Vane (2), Vanelli (3) Vallin (11), van 
Haagen (2), Vanni-Marcoux (7), (30)
 £30-40
 
131. Thirty-one 10-inch vocal records, by Vannini, van Obbergh, van Tulder, Vasilevich, Vechor (2), Velasquez, Venerandi (2), 
Veprik, Vendrel (8), Verdiere (8), Vernetti (Cetra), Vernon (2), Verteneul, Vesela, (31)
 £30-40
 
132. Twenty-five 10-inch vocal records, by Cesar Vezzani (25)
 £40-60
 
133. Thirty-eight 10-inch vocal records, by Miguel Villabella (38)
 £30-50
 
134. Twenty-eight 10-inch vocal records, by Vesselovsky (4), Vialtseva (3), Vieuille (5),Vigano, Vigneau (2), Villa, Villier (2), 
Villefort, Jo Vincent (5),  Virgili, Aldo Visconti, Vlissidi (2), (28)
 £30-40
 
135. Thirty 10-inch vocal records, by Vinogradov (9), Volpi (4), Voltolini (6), von Manowarda (2), von Sayn, von Stosch, Voos, 
Vorobaev, Voyer (5), (30)
 £40-60
 
136. Twenty-eight 10-inch vocal records, by Marcel Wittrisch (28)
 £20-30
 
137. Fifty-one 10-inch vocal records, by Volker (14), Walentikov, Georg Walter, Leonard Warren, Watt, Weber, Weineck, Welitsch, 
Wendon (2), Wertinsky, Wheatley (3), Weynandt, Carolina White, Whitehill, Widdop, Willer, Evan Williams (4) Harold Williams (2), 
Williamson, Robert Wilson (5), Steuart Wilson, Wirl (2), Otto Wolf, Wronsky, Yche, Youreneff  (51)
 £30-40
 
138. Thirty-seven 10-inch vocal records, by Zaccari (4) Zalski (4), Zamboni (2), Zanelli (6), Zareska, Zarido, Zavrel,Zenatello (3), 
Zerola (6), Ziliani (6), Zimmermann, Zinetti, Zitek (37)
 £30-40
 
139. Singer-related books, Three, Saturday Afternoons at the Old Met, Sign-Off for the Old Met, Start-Up at the New Met by Paul 
Jackson (3)
 £20-40
 
140. Books on Opera Houses, seven, A Budapest Operahaz 100 eve (in Hungarian), Encyclopedia of La Scala (Giorgio Bagnoli), Lo 
Spettacolo nei secoli a Messina (Giuseppe Uccello - in Italian), Coliseu dos Recreios - Lisbon (Mario Moreau - in Portuguese), El Teatro 
Colon 1908-1958 - Buenos Aires (in Spanish), The Bolshoi (Pokrovsky and Grigorovich - in English), The Bolshoi Theatre (Planeta 
Publishers, no author listed - in English) (7)
 £20-40
 
141. Books on pre-recording-era singers, nine, Manuel Garcia (James Radomski- in English), Michael Kelly Reminiscences, The 
Age of Jean de Reszke (Leiser - 1970 reprint), Jenny Lind Joan Bulman), Enchantress of Nations - Viardot (Michael Steen), Maria 
Malibran (April Fitzlyon), Mario and Grisi (Elizabeth Forbes), Sims Reeves (Charles E. Pearce), Angelo Masini (Luigi Inzaghi - in Italian), 
Memoirs of an American Prima Donna (Clara Louise Kellog), (9)
 £30-40
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142. Books on Italian tenors ten, Gianni Poggi, Spirto Gentil (Roussel - in Italian), Gianno Raimondi, Felicemente Tenore (Rubboli 
- in Italian), Giacinto Prandelli  (Cornelia Pelletta - in English), Tito Schipa (Tito Schipa Jr - in Italian), Tito Schipa (Renzo D’Andrea- in 
Italian), Ismaele Voltolini (Vladimiro Bertazzoni - in Italian), Piero Schiavazzi (Antonino Defraia - in Italian), Un Trono Vicino al Sol 
(Mirto Picchi - in Italian), Galliano Masini (Mauro Calvetti - in Italian), Giovanni Manurita (Antonino Defraia - in Italian) (10)
 £40-60
 
143. Books on Spanish tenors, two, Florencio Constantino (Julio Goyen Aguado - in Spanish), Antonio Paoli (Jesus M. Lopez - in 
Spanish), (2)
 £30-50
 
144. Books on Spanish tenors, six, Hipolito Lazaro, O Paradiso (Miquel Perez Garcia - in Spanish), Tomas Alcaide (Mario Moreau - 
in Spanish), Pedro Lavirgen (David Sugden - in Spanish and English), Miguel Fleta (Alfonso C S Valdivielso - in Spanish), Antonio Cortis, 
il Piccolo Caruso (Francisci Vercher Grau - in Spanish), Victor Damiano (Antonio V Laguetta Mazzeo - in Spanish), (6)
 £40-60
 
145. Books on English-speaking singers, twenty, A Life Behind the Curtains (Linda Esther Gray), Notes from a Small Soprano 
(Lesley Garrett), A Voice, a Life (Joan Hammond), Kiri - Her Unsung Story (Jenkins and D’Antal), Kiri (Fingleton), Stella Wilson (Duncan-
Hall), Melba - The Voice of Australia (Radic), Singing My Way (Victoria Sladen), Kirkby-Lunn - Softly Awakes my Heart (Letchford), 
Wait Till the Sun Shines, Nellie (Rita Hunter),Music When Soft Voices Die (Henschell), English Singer (Steuart Wilson), Promise Me 
You’ll Sing Mud (Ian Walace), Nothing Quite Like It (Ian Wallace), The Story of a Yorkshire Baritone (Peter Glossop), Notes from a 
Low Singer (Michael Langdon), Joseph Hislop (Michael Turnbull),Tom Burke - The Lancashire Caruso (John D Vose), Walter Widdop 
(Michael Letchford), On the High C’s (Father Sydney MacEwan), (20)
 £30-40
 
146. Chronology books, Il Teatro Donizetti, Bergamo - 2 vols in slipcase (Ermanno Comuzio - in Italian)
 £40-60
 
147. Books on post-WW2 female singers, nine, Galina Vishnevskaya, Graziella Sciutti, Renato Scotto, I Never Walked Alone 
(Shirley Verrett), Simionato - How Cinderella Became Queen (Jean-Jacques Hanine Rousell), 55 Years in Five Acts (Astrid Varnay), 
Maria Callas Sacred Monster (Galatopoulos), Callas at the Juilliard (Ardoin), Maria Callas, the Art behind the Legend (Wisneski), (9)
 £30-40
 
148. Books on American female singers, twelve, Bubbles (Beverly Sills), Time to Sing (Dorothy Kirsten), Interrupted Melody 
(Marjorie Lawrence), Mary Lewis - The Golden Haired Beauty with the Golden Voice (Alice Fitch Zeman), The Song Continues 
(Marilyn Horne), Louise Homer and the Golden Age of Opera (Anne Homer), A Debut at the Met (Roberta Peters), Leontyne Price, 
(n/a), A Singer’s Life (Rosa Ponselle), Rosa Ponselle (James A Drake), The Sibyl Sanderson Story (Jack Winsor Hansen), (12)
 £30-50
 
149. Books on North American male singers ten, In His Own Voice (Simon Estes) The Quilicos (Ruby Mercer), Aria for George 
(Nora London), Father was a Tenor (Anna M. Hamlin), Edward Johnson - The Tenor of the Met (Ruby Mercer), Leonard Warren (Mary 
Jane Phillips-Matz), A Star in the Family (James McCracken), Paul Robeson (Martin Bauml Duberman), Paul Robeson (Marie Seton), 
This is my Story, This is my Song (Jerome Hines), (10)
 £30-40
 
150. Books on German singers, eleven, Joseph Schmidt (Alfred A Fassbind - in German), Elisabeth Schumann (Gerd Puritz), My 
Golden Age of Singing (Frieda Hempel), In My Own Voice (Christa Ludwig), Lotte Lehmann (Alan Jefferson), Recital (Elena Gerhardt), 
Playing My Part (Frida Leider), Hans Hotter (Penelope Turing), Helge Roswaenge (Franz Tassie - in German), Aus Meiner Sicht (Peter 
Schreier - in German), Rudolf Schock (Friedrich Herzfeld - in German), (11)
 £30-40
 
151. A vintage Antifyre pistol, together with four extra refills, complete with mount, AF (parcel)
 £20-25
 
152. A set of four outdoor pub lights, with glass inserts, with horse shoe decoration, glass is present
 £30-50
 
153. Ladybird Books, a large collection of approximately 250 books covering Science, People at Work, Achievements, Flowers, An 
Adventure from History and many more, various conditions but some in excellent order
 £50-70
 

154. HM Queen Elizabeth The Queen Mother signed Christmas card 1993, signed in thick black ink, ‘from Elizabeth R’, with 
mounted colour photograph of a seated Queen Mother in an aqua outfit, by a desk with photographs of her family, while stroking 
her beloved Corgi, set in heavy white card, with single embossed gilt crown to the front, 18.7cm x 22.2cm when closed, together 
with Hon. Aylmer Douglas Tryon, 1909-1996, two signed books by Aylmer Tryon, comprising The Quiet Waters By and Kingfisher Mill, 
together with a selection of letters and print out relating to Aylmer, plus The Order of Service for Aylmer Tryon (parcel)
 £80-120
 
155. A framed and glazed Purdey of London Shell display, showing various aged shells from paper to plastic, different gauges 
and ages, amongst two model shotguns, 51cm x 51cm
 £40-60
 
156. A mixed collection of collectables and ephemera, to include a collection of cigarette and trade cards, loose and in albums, 
modern postcards, an autograph book with drawings and poems, plus other items (parcel)
 £50-80
 
157. A late 20th Century Shell sign, with red reflective ‘Shell’ in capital lettering, to yellow background, with grey metal frame, 
178cm
 £100-150
 
158. A large National Cash Register/ Shop Till, with hand wound mechanism, marked 95 to the front with serial number 269336, 
mechanism untested, top is missing a screw and is loose, AF
 £200-300
 
159. An extensive collection of 1950s pub advertising signs, tin and cardboard, comprising Watney’s, Whitbread, Friary Ales, 
Double Diamond, Harman’s, Samuel Smith, Simonds, Brickwoods, Worthingtons, Tetley’s, Double Lion, Peter Walker, Courage, 
United, Harvey’s, Hammerton, Ramsden, John Smiths, Marstons, and many more (parcel)
 £200-300
 
160. A Rabone Chesterman Metre Rule/Stick, No.1321, England Made, the 100cm metal rule mounted on length of wood
 £40-60
 
161. Two vintage lamps,  one in brass, the other black painted metal, together with a wooden needle case, a US match strike, 
plus a silver spoon, and three pieces of silver plated cutlery (parcel)
 £80-120
 
162. Two antique Narwhal tusk walking canes, both being worked examples, on smooth and the other smoothed then with a 
carved design, both with hand designs to the top, one as a fist and the other carved wood of a hand holding the top of the cane (2)
 £30-50
 
163. A collection of walking sticks and canes, to include an antler handled example with white metal collar, a brass topped 
example, hardwood examples and more (parcel)
 £50-100
 
164. An assortment of smoking pipes, to include Ropp, Civic, Briar Sport, The Everyman, Saxon, Old Bruyere, Falcon and more, 
together with a small collection of lighters (parcel)
 £100-150
 
165. A vintage hand-operated Pfaff sewing machine, serial 894099, in case
 £25-40
 
166. An assortment of Lilliput Lane and other model buildings, including The Briary, April Cottage, Blue Boar, Watermill, The 
Mill, High Spirits, Birthday Cottage and many more, loose and in boxes (qty)
 £50-100
 
167. An Eccles Type SL miner’s lamp, number 280
 £30-40
 
168. A King Edward’s Cigar display case, the 43cm wide display case, with perspex front, with internal four dividers, with red 
perspex maker’s sign to the top, heightened in gilt
 £30-50
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169. A collection of Kentucky Fried Chicken (KFC) merchandise, to include two jackets, ties, polo shirts, tops, towels, a mouse 
mat, a bum bag/fanny pack, toys and more (parcel)
 £40-60
 
170. A 9ct gold Lepel pin, with Roman Numerals XXV on shield, within a crowned wreath, in Windsor box, 2g
 £20-30
 
171. An extensively large collection of Matchbox covers, in a single folder and multiple boxes, laid down and in original 
condition, no matches (parcel)
 £50-80
 
172. A Bradbury Fisher Treasury Note Changing machine, with winding handle, mechanism needs some attention, missing back
 £50-80
 
173. Six Antique Catalogues, containing Cigarette Lighters and other Collectables, from Christie’s, Bonhams and Special Auction 
Services, dating from 2004
 £15-25
 
174. Masonic, a collection of Masonic Regalia comprising Craft Master Mason and Royal Arch Companion regalia, various 
Masonic jewels including 1971 RMBI Stewards jewel, RA Chapter jewel, East & West Kent Steward jewel, Duke of Sussex Charity 
jewel, Royal Masonic Hospital jewel, RMBI 1970 Jewel Lodge 7060 Charity jewel and four different ritual books from the 1960s all in 
masonic brief case (parcel)
 £50-80
 
175. A large collection of Matchbox labels and boxes, various ages, constructed and flattened, mainly all loose, also with 
collectors book (qty)
 £40-60
 
176. Two Covent Garden wooden crates, together with a Condensed Milk wooden crate (3)
 £40-60
 
177. A Sewing ‘Cotton’ display case, 40cm x 46cm, together with a slightly larger wooden framed display case (2)
 £60-80
 
178. A ship model in display, the model of U.S.C.G.C Eagle, also known as Barque Eagle, the vessel was used to train future US 
Coast Guards, 43cm x 27cm
 £60-100
 
179. A vintage wooden Shooting Range sign, together with a wooden ammunition crate, AF (2)
 £40-60
 
180. A vintage enamel Simonds sign, with traditional maple leaf design to the front, 85cm x 90cm, AF
 £80-120
 
181. A plastic/resin human skeleton, the model showing all the bones in the human body, some limbs need attention, approx 
164m tall, for a teaching environment
 £50-100
 
182. David Hockney Signature / A Rake’s Progress, The outer Folder for ‘A Rake’s Progress’ ( the set of Hockney prints) together 
with a signed sheet by David Hockney (in pencil) with information about the origins of  ‘A Rake’s Progress’ dated December 1963 
with set number ‘proof’ and three further sheets of information, two identical, about the printing of the etchings (62cm x 50cm) 
sheets with some discolouring at the top of the pages
 £50-80
 
183. An assortment of various items, to include an RFC (Royal Flying Corps) matchbox cover, various badges, signatures and 
autographs, comprising Mick Jagger, Gene Pitner, Edmund Hilary, Leeds United and more, all signature were acquired by Michael 
Springall in the UK and US, programmes and more
 £100-200
 
184. A modern craftsman made fountain pen,  the barrel and lid with turned and stained burr elm with plated mounts
 £50-80
 

185. A modern craftsman made fountain pen, with white and black trail to barrel and lid and with plated mounts
 £50-80
 
186. A modern craftsman made fountain pen, the barrel and lid with turned wood and resin, with plated mounts
 £50-80
 
187. A signed 1947 Royal Christmas Card, with a black and white image of the Royal Family around the piano, comprising King 
George VI, Queen Elizabeth, Princess Elizabeth with Princess Margaret playing the piano, signed in ink, Bertie and Elizabeth, framed 
and glazed
 £200-300
 
188. An assortment of Masonic Jewels, including silver and silver gilt examples, mainly from the 1990s, plus other items, 
including a small selection of plated forks (parcel)
 £60-100
 
189. A large Advertising poster for Bonal, by Charles Lemmel, c.1930s, with damages, 120cm x 158cm
 £120-180
 
190. A Ministry of Health poster,  ‘aaaa…TISHOO’, Coughs and Sneezes spread Diseases, with damages, 63cm x 100cm
 £80-120
 
191. Travel Poster, French Railway, ‘Technique de Demain’, designed by Salvador Dali, 40cm x 6ocm
 £60-80
 
192. A 1777 Easter Island engraving, together with another of four South Pacific Islands and a Norfolk Isle example, framed and 
glazed (3)
 £150-200
 
193. A vintage map of Wiltshire and the surrounding areas, by or after John Speed, with depiction of Stonehenge and fourteen 
Armorials of the Earls of Wiltshire and Salisbury, framed and glazed
 £40-60
 
194. A large collection of pin badges, mainly Police and Motoring related, including City of London Leicestershire Police Dog 
Section , Royalty Protection, Firearms Department, RAF Police and many more (120+)
 £60-80
 
195. A large collection of policing pin badges, various designs and ages, including Sussex Police and Ambulance, and UK Civil 
Police (120+)
 £70-90
 
196. An assortment of pin badges, to include Rupert the Bear, Policing, Guide Dogs and more (50+)
 £30-40
 
197. Four Pirelli Calendars, dated 1986, 1988, 1990 and 1991, all good condition
 £30-50
 
198. Pre-war and Later Cigarette and Tobacco Tins and Boxes, various examples a Churchmans, Tortoishell Smoking Mixture 
tobacco tin, together with Players Navy Cut and Ardath State Express tins and various cigarette boxes, Wills Capstan Navy Cut, Wills 
Woodbine, Players Navy Cut, Players Weights, Players No 6, Churchmans Tenner, Ardath Cork Tipped Virginia and BDV Extra Mild, 
F-G, (Qty)
 £40-60
 
199. An assortment of crested animals, from various manufacturers, including Arcadian, Florentine, Carlton, Grafton, and more, 
each bearing various crests, some with damages, AF (parcel)
 £30-50
 
200. An assortment of crested items, from a variety of manufacturers, comprising an Arcadian ‘Time For Reflection’, Florentine 
Grand Piano, a collection of Grandfather clocks, and much more, some with damages, AF (parcel)
 £40-60
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201. An extensive collection of crested lighthouses, various manufacturers and crests, together with a selection of seaside 
related items, boats, fisherman, shells and more, some with damages, AF (parcel)
 £60-80
 
202. A large collection of crested ware, to include A Model of The Globe, a wheelbarrow, Figural, Windmills, Chairs, Vases, 
Longcases and more, various manufacturers and crests, some with damages, AF (qty)
 £70-100
 
203. A selection of Goss and Crested China cottages and buildings, to include a Goss Ann Hathaway’ Cottage, Highland Cottage, 
The Marble Arch, Shakespeare’s House, Micklegate Bar, and more, various crests and maker’s, some with damages, AF (parcel)
 £40-60
 
204. A large assortment of crested items, various maker’s and crests, comprising tugs, vases, cups, dishes and much more, some 
with damages, AF (parcel)
 £80-120
 
205. A collection of crested animal figures, comprising, fish, swans, a bull, horses, rabbits, pigs, cats, lions and more, various 
maker’s and crests, some with damages, AF (parcel)
 £80-120
 
206. A group of early Goss ceramics, to include a part Coffee set with shamrock decoration, also dishes and other items, another 
similar selection with floral decoration, plus some crested teapots and other items, mainly Goss, some with damages, AF (parcel)
 £100-150
 
207. Four Crested golf clubs, together with a large collection of crested golf balls, various maker’s and crests, including some 
Goss, some with minor damages, AF
 £60-80
 
208. An extensive assortment of crested vases and pots, various maker’s and crests, a selection with overseas crest, numerous 
designs, some with damages, AF (parcel)
 £60-80
 
209. An assortment of crested buildings and monuments, comprising, The London Eye, Derry’s Clock, St Paul’s, Marble Arch, 
Blackpool Tower, Gibbett Cross, and many more, various maker’s and crests, some with minor damages, AF (parcel)
 £80-120
 
210. A collection of Goss Crested China, mainly vases and pots, plus other items, such as a candle stick, a model of a lobster 
trap, dishs and much more, various crests, some with minor damages, AF (parcel)
 £100-150
 
211. A Goss figure of a Young Male worker, carrying a bag and brush, marked to back of the base, together with a selection of 
busts (parcel)
 £80-120
 
212. An assortment of various crested ware, to include a soda siphon, Scotch and soda tray, buildings, a clog, pots and vases and 
much more, various maker’s and crests, some with damages and repairs, AF (parcel)
 £60-80
 
213. A collection of crested animal figures, comprising, fish, swans, a camel, horses, rabbits, pigs, cats, lions and more, various 
maker’s and crests, some with damages, AF (parcel)
 £80-120
 
214. A large collection of assorted crested items, including a large collection of Welsh hats, various maker’s and crests, some 
with damages, AF (parcel)
 £50-80
 
215. A selection of military related crested China, to include tanks, field glasses, ambulances, a drum, hats, trench mortars and 
more, some with damages, AF
 £70-100
 

216. A Goss figure of Venus, Venus climbing out of a full giant clam, marked to the back, with damages, together with two Goss 
style figures, AF (3)
 £80-120
 
217. An assortment of ceramic animals, including a Beswick Stag, a Beswick Horse, Royal Doulton Elephant, and other items, 
some with damages, AF (parcel)
 £40-60
 
218. Annuals & Magazines, Charles Buchan Soccer Gift Book, sixteen copies 1956-1971, some with missing covers, thirteen 
copies of Roy of the Rovers, 1958 x 2, others from 60s/70s/80s, approximately sixty five ‘Goal’ magazines 1972/73 with a few other 
magazines and books, various conditions
 £40-60
 
219. Manchester Utd, approximately fifty books, hard and paperback, many players’ autobiographies, Alex Ferguson, Bobby 
Charlton, Schmeichel, Harry’s Game, George Best, Duncan Edwards plus many more, generally all in good condition
 £40-60
 
220. Football Books /Magazines, Book of Football folders 1 to 8, forty plus books, Venables, Banksy, The Real Mackay, Cantana 
and more, programme Sir Stanley Matthews V World Stars, 28th April 1965 together with various cards and games, all generally good 
condition
 £40-60
 
221. Pele, a colour print of Pele in action with a signature below 60cm x 50cm framed but unglazed COA together with an AXA 
banner/flag, 190cm x 350cm, (from Wembley) sponsor of FA cup late 90s both good condition
 £40-60
 
222. Autographs Rugby, autographs from the 1950s from the South Africa, Llanelli and Waterloo rugby teams, to include Hennie 
Muller, Basil Kenyon, Okey Geffin, Ray Williams, Leslie Phillips, Joe Griffins, W.H. Beaumont and many more (parcel)
 £50-80
 
223. Rugby World Cup 1995, a signed framed and glazed photograph of Nelson Mandella awarding the Webb Ellis Cup to the 
South Africa Captain Francois Pienaar, for their victory over the All Blacks New Zealand in the Rugby World Cup final 1995, signed in 
gold pen, 63cm x 51cm
 £120-180
 
224. Golf Clubs, a bag of fourteen irons and two woods possibly 1970s, a variety of makes, some junior clubs including 
Mistsushiba, Pinnacle, Tanaka and others in vinyl bag, used condition
 £30-50
 
225. Golf Clubs, a bag of ten clubs, four woods Collusus with canvas covers by Taylor plus six irons by E L Cheal, York, Niblick, 
Mashie Niblick, Mashie, 2, 3, & 4, used condition, comes with a leather / canvas bag reasonable condition with some broken straps
 £40-60
 
226. Golf Clubs -Hickory Shafts, a bag of twelve clubs, six with hickory shafts, Maxwell putter, Fred Robson Niblick, George Plum 
putter, Ray model medium lie, W G Oke Gold Medal putter, Fred Leach iron 170yds (reduced shaft) plus a further three Fred Robson 
Special woods, a Putter, Mashie Niblick, all Addington Palace G C and a Robson 3 Iron in small canvas bag, used condition
 £50-80
 
227. Gillespie Pendulum-style Putters, two Gillespie Pendulum style Putters (no stamps) wood / brass, calibrated shafts, good 
condition
 £50-80
 
228. Golf Clubs, a bag of thirteen clubs possibly 1970s, seven woods, Brassie, Spoon, Driver, others plus six irons 3 x 3 irons, 
chipper, a 5 & 2 from a variety golf clubs including Woolacombe and Anglesey with canvas bag, used condition 
 £30-50
 
229. Olympics, a 1936 Olympics hardback book in German, with many photographs of different athletes in a variety of events 
 £20-30
 
230. Golf, a metal advertising sign for Haskell Rubber Core golf balls, 15’’ x 12’’
 £20-30
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231. Marlboro Jacket, an authentic 1980s red and white jacket  sized 44 with breast badge Marlboro McLaren International, 
sleeve badge Marlboro World Championship Team and large print on back, Marlboro, good condition, owned by David Johnson an 
engineer with the McLaren team and had the honour of his name on racing car when he retired in 2020, two photographs included 
showing retirement.
 £60-80
 
232. A 1966 RAC British Grand Prix poster, for Brands Hatch July 16, framed and glazed 49cm x 75cm, possibly reproduction
 £30-50
 
233. A water colour painting of a 19th Century Jockey, believed to be a portrait of famous Flat race jockey John ‘’Jack’’ Watts, 
career from 1880-1900, riding 19 winners, including the 1000 and 2000 guineas, Epson Derby and Oaks and the St Leger Stakes, 
wearing his traditional colours, in ornate oval frame, 49cm x 33cm
 £80-120
 
234. Hardy, The Gold Medal Palakona split cane fishing rod, in three sections, serial number C11886, with additional tip, in 
protective tube, approx 14’
 £40-60
 
235. Hardy, De Luxe Palakona three piece split cane rod, serial D4959 approx 9’, with additional tip piece, original Hardy metal 
tube and cloth bag
 £60-80
 
236. Hardy, The Fairy Rod, Palakona, three piece split cane rod, serial E15994, with additional tip section, approx 9’, in retailer’s 
cloth bag, metal tube and carry case 
 £100-150
 
237. Fine Sharpe’s of Aberdeen, 10½’ split cane three piece rod, with additional tip section, in retailer’s cloth bag
 £80-120
 
238. Hardy, Number 9 L.R.H casting split cane rod, serial H49037C, three piece, with additional tip section, in retailer’s bag
 £40-60
 
239. Hardy, The Aydon Rod, serial G2184, three piece wooden rod with additional tip section, in retailer’s bag
 £40-60
 
240. Army & Navy C.S.L, four rods, including an early example, all three piece examples, with additional tip section, all in canvas 
carry cases, all various lengths (parcel)
 £70-100
 
241. Allcock, an Allcock’s & Co two piece split cane rod, together with two James Walker two piece split cane rods, another 
marked ‘Fearnought’ and another in a Sharpes canvas bag (parcel)
 £60-80
 
242. An assortment of various split cane and other rods, including two and three piece examples, comprising two W.R.Pape and 
other unnamed examples, in good canvas and brown leather protective case (parcel)
 £70-100
 
243. Hardy, a Hardy LRH Lightweight 3¼’’ fly fishing reel, compete with leather retailer’s case and cardboard box 
 £50-80
 
244. J.B Moscrop,  a J.B Moscrop of Manchester 5¼’’ reel, in brass with wooden handle
 £40-60
 
245. Hardy, an early Hardy 4¼’’ ‘The Silex’ reel, with twin ivorine handles to crossbar, with cutaway rim with tension adjuster
 £60-80
 
246. Hardy, a Hardy’s Alnwick Patent fly reel, 2¾’’, single ivorine handle, with tension adjuster
 £40-50
 
247. Hardy, a Hardy ‘Super Silex’ 4¼’’ casting reel, with ivorine indicator and ebony twin handle to perforated drum, in original 
retailer’s box
 £100-150

248. Hardy, a Hardy ‘The Perfect’ 4½’’ fishing reel
 £70-100
 
249. Hardy, a Hardy ‘The St George’ 3 3/8’’ Mk2 fishing reel
 £70-100
 
250. Hardy, an early Hardy 4’’ ‘The Silex’ reel, with twin ivorine handles to crossbar, with cutaway rim with tension adjuster
 £60-80
 
251. Hardy, a Hardy ‘The Perfect’ Duplicate MkII fly reel, 2 7/8’’, complete with original Hardy marked carry case and spare spool 
in case
 £100-150
 
252. Hardy, a Hardy ‘The Perfect’ 4¼’’ fishing reel, complete with original retailer’s cardboard box
 £70-100
 
253. Hardy, three Hardy’s spools, two in leather cases (3)
 £40-60
 
254. Farlows, three boxed Farlow & Co Ltd reel, including two 3½’’ wide drum Cobra reels and a ‘President 3 1/2’’ reel
 £50-80
 
255. Fishing Reels, an assortment of fishing reels, to include Allcock Aerialite, Army & Navy, A Carter & Co, W.H Young and more 
(parcel)
 £80-100
 
256. Fishing flies, an extensive collection of various fishing flies, various sizes and designs, together with a Hardy’s fly boxes, 
Farlows Sextile Line Winder, a priest, rod bungs, rod grips and extensions and other items, including a landing net (parcel)
 £100-150
 
257. A Hardy Marquis #8/9 fishing reel, 3½”, complete with leatherette House of Hardy retailer’s bag (2)
 £50-80
 
258. Elasticane Rods, a two piece 8 ft Elasticane Capella rod  with steel core in good condition with cloth bag together with 
another Elasticane rod ‘Test’ two tips, three piece rod 10.5 ft & 9ft, good condition in cloth bag
 £40-60
 
259. A small collection of fishing reels, to include a vintage brass example, with name, a Trudex, a Daiwa 123M, a Mitchell 440A, 
an Allcocks and another, all AF (parcel)
 £30-40
 
260. A small collection of fishing reels, to include Truspin, K.P Morritt’s Intrepid Supreme, two wooden examples, a Mitchell and 
more (parcel)
 £40-60
 
261. A collection of 20th Century fishing rods, to include an Allcocks Easicast two piece, and other cane and wooden rods, 
British and Overseas example, various sizes and ages, mixed conditions, would suggest viewing 
 £50-80
 
262. A large collection of fishing rods, mainly all modern, to include some telescopic examples, various maker’s, 40+, plus a few 
landing net sets
 £200-300
 
263. An extensively large collection of fishing equipment,  to include, reels, tackle, floats, clothing, bags, large fishing seats in 
bags and much more, mainly all in very good condition (qty)
 £300-500
 
264. A collection of Fishing related books, to include Greased Line Fishing for Salmon by Kock Scott 1935 and 1937, Game 
Fishing Records by Jock Scott 1936, The Gentle Art of Angling by Bernard Venables 1955, Mr Crabtree goes Fishing by Bernard 
Venables 1952 and many more (parcel)
 £120-180
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265. A pair of Vintage Restall Type II car seats, in dark and light grey, complete with brackets (4)
 £40-60
 
266. A vintage Raydyot ‘Rambler’ roof rack, together with The Brexton Car Tray, another car snack tray and a Sirrum Electric car 
kettle, all in original retail boxes (parcel)
 £30-50
 
267. A vintage marine sight compass by Buff & Buff MFG, the brass compass in the gimble style, sit on wooden support, the 
compass frame stamped ‘11091’
 £30-40
 
268. A moderate collection of Nautical/Aviation Books, including ‘Ships of the Royal Navy’ (College/Warlow, 2010),  ‘Ocean 
Ships’ (Hornsby, edns 13 and 15), ‘Coastal ships and Ferries’ 2nd edn, seven different Ian Allan Aircraft Recognition booklets (military, 
civil and light planes), ‘Die Geschichte der Schiffahrt auf dem Vierwaldstättersee’ (a nice book about paddle steamers, unsurprisingly 
in German), and others, mostly VG, and 2 rolled-up prints of BR steamers on Irish services, both G-VG (approx 22)
 £30-50
 
269. A Fattorini & Son Ltd brass ship’s clock, with strike movement, with black Roman numerals on cream dial, dial 19cm 
diameter, complete with key
 £80-120
 
270. A collection of Cunard QEII memorabilia, to include Daily Programme cards, an ash tray, postcards, Final Voyage to Dubai 
certificates, note pads, pens, peak caps and more (parcel)
 £20-25
 
271. Concorde, a small collection of Concorde related items, to include Stationary, postcards, menus, notebook, tickets and 
much more (parcel)
 £50-80
 
272. A copper car foot warmer/hot water bottle, with maker’s plaque to the end, but worn, 35cm x 22cm x 7cm
 £40-60
 
273. A display case of keys from a ship, each key with a different label as to where on the ship it was used, including Steering 
Gear, Engine Store, Winch Motor Room, W.C, Crews W/Place, Drying Room, Chief Engineer and many more (parcel)
 £50-60
 
274. A Bugatti Owners Club chrome and enamel car badge, the badge in the form of a radiator grille, with applied red enamel 
scroll
 £30-40
 
275. A large collection of Ordnance Survey maps, 1 inch for 1 mile scale, covering majority of Great Britain (qty) 
 £50-80
 
276. A large quantity of Ordnance Survey Landranger Series maps, 1:50000 scale, folded in good condition, various numbers 
from 10-204, 100+
 £60-80
 
277. A collection of M722 Series Ordnance Survey maps, all in good folded condition, approx 100+
 £60-80
 
278. An assortment of various Ordnance Survey Maps, to include Series M726 1:50000 scale, First Series, GSGS 4620 2nd 
Edition and many more (80+)
 £50-80
 
279. A large collection of Miscellaneous maps, various ages, types and scales, from all around Great Britain, in good folded 
condition, 100+
 £50-80
 
280. A Jaguar car bonnet mascot, complete with attachments
 £40-60
 

281. A pair of Tung Woo brass ships lamps, one for Port No.EK1089 and one for Starboard no.EB999, 22.5cm H, both converted 
to electric
 £60-80
 
282. A Tung Woo brass ships lamp, with Anchor plaque, No. EN1920, together with ships lamp, with RCN plaque and AP199B 
1942 plaque to the side, plus and small brass and copper diver’s helmet (3)
 £60-80
 
283. A Seahorse brass and copper ships lamp, with Anchor plaque to the top, serial 43749, converted to electric
 £70-100
 
284. An Alderson & Gyde Ltd WWII ships lamp, dated 1943, with ‘Bow Port Patt 23’ plaque to the front, together with a similar 
unmarked example, both converted to electric (2)
 £80-120
 
285. A Tung Woo ‘Masthead’ ship’s lamp, the brass lamp converted to electricity, with ‘Masthead’ plaque to the front, No.M128, 
approx 50cm H
 £70-100
 
286. A collection of Concorde related items, to include posters, VHS tapes, models, mugs and more (parcel)
 £40-60
 
287. 1933 LCC Trams Map and Timetable,  a folding timetable/map May 1933 London County Council Tramways, 52cm x 41 cm 
when opened two small splits on folds, F-G
 £30-40
 
288. An extensively large collection of transport related books, to include many Motorcycle related, racing and history of, lorry/
truck, aviation, motorsport and much more (5 boxes)
 £80-120
 
289. A mid-20th Century silver print photograph album of Morris and MG motor cars for B J Henry Ltd of Cowley Oxford,  
commercially-produced for the company, that specialised in motor convoys of Nuffield Organisation cars to docks for export, with 
motorcycle outriders, album with 32 tipped in whole-plate images of MG TF, low-light Morris Minors and Oxfords in convoy in 1952 
in Oxfordshire and Berkshire and en route, with early use of B J Henry for Nuffield transporters that replaced convoys, with later 
loose images of Morris 1100s and Minis on B J Henry transporters at Cowley, G
 £200-300
 
290. Austin-Healey Workshop Manuals, 100 and 3000, 1968, Sprite Issue 4, early 1960s, with MG TD and TF manual, 1955, and 
Sprite Special Tuning booklet, with Ford Consul Cortina Service Literature folder and MG reference book
 £150-250
 
291. An Aston Martin DB5 Instruction Book,  ring bound, in clear plastic sleeve
 £50-80
 
292. A Porsche 911 1965 Workshop Manual Folder, English language, printing no. W313e; with five modern books on Porsche 
and one on BMW
 £100-150
 
293. J A Pattreioux Sporting Cigarette Cards and Others,  various part sets and odds, includes Pattreioux, quantity Cigarettes 
Series of Footballers 1-96 1923 (F24), Footballers Series 1927 brown caption (10) blue caption (13),  Celebrities in Sport 1930 (24), 
Dirt Track Riders 1930 descriptive (F14), Dirt Track Riders 1929 (4), Alexander Boguslavsky, Sports Records (40) sets 1/2, Conan Doyle 
Characters (24), Lea, Chairmans Cigarettes, English Birds (24), odds A Series (40), DC Thomson British Team of Footballers and similar 
(F27) edges of cards trimmed, Ogdens Famous Dirt Track Riders (19) and a small quantity of other less notable cigarette cards, P-G 
mostly F-G cards with been displayed in albums with corner retention pockets, (Qty)
 £100-150
 
294. J A Pattreioux Cricketers Series, a part set of Cricketers Series 1926, F-G, cards with been displayed in albums with corner 
retention pockets, (60)
 £100-120
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295. Cigarette and Trade Card Sets and Part Sets, various examples all contained in albums and displayed in plastic sleeves, 
cigarette sets include Amalgamated Tobacco (1), Ardath (4), Carreras (3), Black Cat (2), Carreras Turf (2), Churchmans(8), Gallaher 
(2), Godfrey Phillips (3), Lambert & Butler (6), Millhoff (1), Murrays (1), Ogdens (1), Osborne Tobacco (1), Godfrey Phillips (1), Senior 
Service (2), Players (5) Doncella/Tom Thumb (4), Sarony (2), Taddy Re Registered (1),  United Tobacco (1), Wills (9) together with a 
number of part sets similar to above, Trade Card Sets (50+) includes Amalgamated, Anglo Confectionery, Barbers, Barratt, Beano, 
Glengettie, Halpins, Blue Band,, Brindley, Brooke Bond, Browne Bros, Cadet, Clover, Kellogg’s, Mitcham’s, Lyons, Rowntree, Sonny 
Boy, Savoy, Trucards and others, together with various part sets, F-E, Albums G-E, (14 Albums one empty) in two boxes
 £150-200
 
296. Copes Cigarettes Boxers 1-25 a Set With Duplicates, 1915 series 1, includes a set and duplicates No1, No 3, No 5, No 6, No 
7, No 8,No 9, No 10, No 12,  No 13, No 14, No 16, No 17, No 18, No 20,  No 21, No 22, No 23, No24,  (all two of), F-G,  (44)
 £100-120
 
297. F & J Smith  Taddy and Hills Odd Football and Cricketing Cigarette Cards, various examples, Smiths Footballers 1912 titled 
dark blue back (13) light blue back (1) and Cricketers, 1912 A Series (13) 2nd Series (6), Taddy Prominent Footballers 1908 with 
footnote (3), County Cricketers 1907 (1)  and  R & J Hill Famous Footballers Series 1912 (2), F-G, (39)
 £100-120
 
298. Taddy F & J Smith and Other Part Sets and Odds, various examples, Taddys Famous Jockeys with frame 1910 (6), F & J 
Smiths Derby Winners 1913 (16) and Battlefields of Great Britain 1913 (16) Ogdens Owners Racing Colours & Jockeys A Series green 
back (9) A Series blue back (3), Pugilists and Wrestlers  A Series (11) 2nd Series (16), Football Club & Colours (8) and Royal Mail (29), 
Phillips Cigarettes Godfrey Phillips Types of British Soldiers 1900  M651-M675 (5), Carreras Black Cat Women on War Work  1916 (18) 
and Carreras Turf Cigarettes Races Historic & Modern (P7), P-G, (Qty)
 £100-120
 
299. 1920s and Later Cigarette Cards, various examples mainly odds and part sets but includes some sets, examples by Players, 
Wills, Lambert & Butlers, Mitchells, Boguslavsky, Cavanders, Millhoff, Ogdens, Godfrey Phillips, R & J Hill, Churchmans, Gallahers, 
Imperial Tobacco, and others together with a small collection of trade cards contained in twelve period albums and six modern 
albums, P-E, (Qty)
 £100-150
 
300. Pre War and Later Cigarette Card and Trade Cards, various examples includes loose cards, Players, Wills, Carreras, 
Cavanders, R & J Hill, Millhoff, Gallahers, Churchmans, Westminster, Brooke Bond and others, together with cards glued into albums 
and scrap books and a Lord Roberts Memorial Fund Stamp Album with appears complete with stamps and loose duplicate stamps, 
P-G, (Qty)
 £50-80
 
301. Pre War and Later Cigarette Card and Trade Cards, various examples mainly odds and part sets but includes some sets, 
examples by Players, Wills, Sarony, Churchmans, Ogdens, Lambert & Butler, Carreras, Lyons, Senior Service, Mobil, Brooke Bond and 
others, loose in six period and one modern album, F-G, (Qty)
 £60-80
 
302. A&BC Beatles Bubble Gum Cards and Topps Superman, A&BC Beatles A Series 1964 B&W (38) and Second Series 1965 
B&W (16) together with Topps Superman the Movie 1079, series one (110) series two (115), F-G, (Qty)
 £50-80
 
303. Inkworks 1990s James Bond Trading Cards, a large collection contained in four related albums, E, Albums G-E, (360 Cards)
 £50-80
 
304. Postcards relating to the Vignoles family,  mainly concerning Ethel, sister of Ernest Vignoles (1865-1948) electrical engineer 
and creator of the Megger, P2-P4, loose, RP, including Goring and Streatley area (8), St Helens IoW (2), weaving school for disabled 
soldiers, Eastbourne (1), PP undivided back, Tenby (4), and UK topographical and others, F-G (apx. 200)
 £40-60
 
305. Postcards relating to the Vignoles family,  mainly concerning Ethel, sister of Ernest Vignoles (1865-1948) electrical engineer 
and creator of the Megger, P2-P4, two albums and loose, mainly PP European tours, including Armstrong armaments factory, 
Pozzuoli, Italy, 1906 (3), F-G (apx 500+)
 £50-80
 
306. Postcards relating to the Vignoles family,  mainly concerning Ethel, sister of Ernest Vignoles (1865-1948) electrical engineer 
and creator of the Megger, Indian interest - P2, RP - amateur views including Lucknow and Taj Mahal (20), man with topee (1), 
Kashmir lakes and Suez en route (7), PP Kashmir and Cawnpore (5), F-G (33)
 £30-50

307. Postcard relating to the Vignoles family,  mainly concerning Ethel, sister of Ernest Vignoles (1865-1948) electrical engineer 
and creator of the Megger, RP, derailed Shefflex Railmotor at crossing on Selsey Tramway with small attendant crowd, pu 19 
December 1929, sent to Ethel at Streatley, text includes ‘This funny little train tram has just bumped into a bus and come off its rails’, 
Railmotor operation 1928-1935, G (1)
 £40-60
 
308. Postcards relating to the Vignoles family,  mainly concerning Ethel, sister of Ernest Vignoles (1865-1948) electrical engineer 
and creator of the Megger, P2-P4 mainly,  loose, travel interest outside Europe, PP, RP and coloured, sent to Aunt Ethel, including RP 
Imperial Hotel, Tokyo, designed by Frank Lloyd Wright, circa 1930 (1), shipping interest, including cancellations, locations including 
Singapore, Mauritius, South Africa, Uruguay, Argentina and Ceylon, F-G (apx. 80) with unused P&O baggage labels 
 £40-60
 
309. Postcards,  P4 album, cards addressed to the celebrated jockey Lester Piggott (b. 1935) at his childhood home in Letcombe 
Regis, Oxfordshire (then Berkshire), including railway locomotives, shipping, overseas travels, aviation and Granpop, G, pu (129)
 £30-50
 
310. Postcards,  P4, three family albums, mainly PP and coloured UK topographical and sentimental, RP including Shoeburyness, 
Clapham Common and Thornton Heath, with similar P6 album, G-VG (4 albums)
 £40-60
 
311. Postcards,  album and loose, various periods, P4 to modern, P4 RP including Wherwell infant school group 1919, Llanover, 
Llanvair school, Welsh Guards group, June 1915, Springwood, riksha, Durban, Watery Lane, Merton Park, with sentimental woven 
silks (4) and regimental, Royal Engineers (2) (a lot)
 £80-120
 
312. Postcards,  modern albums, all modern (8 albums), mainly P2-P4 UK topographical, some commercial RP (1 album), P2 
album mostly with modern cards, including 1950s film stars, with snapshot album, 1970s, including British Army, possibly in Qatar, 
Series III Land Rover38 FM 03 with armoured panel under fuel tank, possibly special forces (a lot)
 £30-40
 
313. Postcards,  modern album and loose, P2 to P6, mainly worldwide topographical, including RP Khyber Pass, PP Quetta and 
Karachi, Louis Levy French views, PP 1920s motor car in ford in Serbia, views of France (apx. 800)
 £50-80
 
314. Postcards,  period album, P2-P4, RP including gathering of clans probably in USA, circa 1920, UK topographical, mainly PP 
and coloured, with modern album, P2-P4, Essex interest, RP including Colchester High Street, 1903 (1), Boer religious procession ? 
(1), and similar UK topo, some modern, F-G (apx. 500)
 £50-80
 
315. Postcards,  shipping  interest, P2 to modern, RP including girl on naval procession float at Chatham 1910, ‘Britannia Rules 
The Waves’, sent to sailor on HMS Implacable (1), pier with rail-head (1), four men boating on river at Taunton, pu 1905 (1), with 
various shipping including naval portraits (apx 300)
 £40-60
 
316. Postcards,  modern album, P2, UK topographical, RP Green Dragon Lane, Winchmore Hill, pu 1906 (1), rest PP and coloured 
(138), with P2 to P4 UK topographical and some modern, (apx. 650), F-G
 £80-120
 
317. Postcards,  modern album, P2 to modern, comic subjects including Mabel Lucie Attwell and seaside humour (288), with 
similar loose, P-G (125)
 £30-50
 
318. Postcards,   aviation interest - P2, RP Etrich monoplane at Hendon (1) and The Grahame White Baby Biplane at Hendon (1), 
with PP Salmet in 1912 Aeroplane Circuit (1), later seaplanes (2), with other commercial cards P4 to modern, G (45)
 £20-30
 
319. Postcards,  Italian Army in Libya in 1920s interest, P4, RP - the Governor of Tripoli taking salute in staff car and arriving at 
Tripoli aviation festival 19 June 1921 (3), with air display at Taliedo, old airfield near Milan, including crash (17),  and pilot in front of 
biplane demonstrating parachute pack (3), G (23)
 £20-30
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320. Postcards,  album, P2-P4, RP including mosque in Kuala Lumpur, Ivy Hatch Court, three Dayak natives, PP Jaipur (3), Rugby 
Parish Church, The Karsino, Taggs Island, Hampton Court, with PP and coloured UK topographical and sentimental, F-G
 £30-50
 
321. Postcards,  album, P4, military art, including Harry Payne, Gale & Polden, Tuck Oilettes, commercial RP ships including 
Majestic, Mauretania, Aquitania, Berengaria and others, pub. C R Hoffmann, Southampton, RP RMSP Avon leaving Southampton for 
South America, Beken, Cowes (1), aircraft and hunting, with some later cards, F-G
 £30-50
 
322. Postcards,  loose, P3-P6, topographical, Marlborough with Churchill portrait, 1941, Tuck Defenders of Empire, 1924, 
Gibraltar, George VI’s and Queen Elizabeth’s Coronations, Prince Felix of Luxemburg, other royalty, Mussolini and Franco (apx. 80)
 £40-50
 
323. A late 19th Century Chromo-Litho Quarto Scrap Album,  cut out’ scraps including flowers, children, ships, animals, events 
from reign of Queen Victoria, at least one by Arthur and Harry Payne, Lifeguards, zoo, circus, carriages, and other scraps and prints, 
scraps generally G, wood-pages crumbling, with small modern stamp collection and framed Pre-Decimal Currency coin and note set 
(a lot)
 £40-60
 
324. Military ephemera, silver prints (3) of French soldier and death notice, 1917, issued 1946; letter from British Army officer 
Robin Ross on active service, to his mother in Co. Down, 1917; Tuck card for Australian Comforts Fund, 1918-1919; RGA Siege Battery 
Christmas card 1918; and other items  
 £20-30
 
325. Books, ‘Voyages round the world, performed by Captain James Cook FRS’, Robins & Co, 1820; ‘The Pilgrim’s Progress’, 
Bunyan, J, William Mackenzie; and ‘A Full and Circumstantial Account of the Battle of Waterloo’, Kelly, C, Thomas Kelly, 1820, all F, 
some staining to pages, spines cracking, wear, uncollated (3)
 £50-80
 
326. H M Strom American early 20th Century,  portrait of fashionable young lady in green dress with fur collar, and cloche hat, 
pastel, circa 1925, 490mm x 300mm, framed and glazed, G, some foxing, frame and glass loose
 £40-60
 
327. Late 18th Century land deed and letters patent from British West Florida prior to its return to Spain in 1783 and later 
annexation by the United States of America, grant to John Ritson for land upon the River Mississippi by Loftus’s Cliffs (now known 
as Fort Adams, Mississippi) by order of George the Third with seal attached, dated 1772, with cadastral sketch attached, poor 
condition, tape repairs, upper right corner missing, cover sheet for half the same tract of 600 acres of land dated 1777, laid paper 
with watermark for Lubertus van Gerrevink of Egmond a/d Hoef, Holland, transferring after law suit with associated third manuscript 
document that portion from Alexander McCullaugh, Deputy Provost Marshal (and involved in the Battle of Lake Pontchartrain the 
following year), signed by him and two witnesses, fair condition, some browning to paper, clear tape repairs (3)
 £500-800
 
328. A large collection of First Day covers and stamps, British and World, mainly Elizabeth II, a fair amount from Singapore, also 
with a quantity of unopened sets (parcel)
 £80-120
 
329. A 25th Anniversary of the Coronation silver ingot set, containing seven 925 silver marked ingots in the form of different 
denominations of British stamps, in fitted case
 £50-80
 
330. First Day Covers, six albums of Royalty, to include coin covers and mint stamps, together with two albums of WWI interest, 
five albums of assorted interest, plus some unused stock books (parcel)
 £40-60
 
331. First Day Covers, nine albums containing a large collection of G.B FDCs, various interests, majority post 2000 (qty)
 £100-150
 
332. Stamps, in six stock books and seven albums, including  G.B, Commonwealth and Overseas, cover, mint and used stamps, 
some maritime interest (qty)
 £40-60
 
333. G.B and Commonwealth stamps, mint and used, some covers, in nine albums and three stock books, various ages (qty)
 £40-60

334. Assortment of stamps, to include four Royalty albums, Bird Interest, G.B Presentation packs, various covers and mint 
stamps, also some cigarette cards silks, all in 15 albums and stock books (qty)
 £80-120
 
335. Royalty Stamps, from the Queen’s Diamond Jubilee to the Wedding of Prince William and Kate Middleton, in nine albums, 
mint stamps and covers from G.B and Commonwealth (parcel)
 £40-60
 
336. First Day Covers, a large collection in modern albums, to include five albums of Aviation themed, two albums of Railway 
themed, Flora & Fauna, Millennium, and general interest, ten albums in total (qty)
 £60-80
 
337. Royalty, a large collection of British Royalty related stamps, First Day Covers, Presentation packs and Coin Covers, in nine 
albums (qty)
 £60-80
 
338. Foreign and Commonwealth Collection, an extensive collection of Overseas stamps, all contained within 16 well filled 
albums (qty)
 £200-250
 
339. Coin Covers, a fine modern British collection of over 110 coin covers, also two mint stock books, and stock book with forla 
stamps (qty)
 £200-250
 
340. G.B Stamps, a collection from QV Penny Black (DI and BF) to modern QEII, including Penny Blues and Penny Reds (qty)
 £100-150
 
341. Chinese Stamps, an early to modern collection of stamps with some modern postcards, in three albums (parcel)
 £100-150
 
342. Covers, a collection of mainly post 2000 First Day Covers and Coin Covers, various interests, including all 30 Coin Covers for 
the London 2012 Olympiad (parcel)
 £60-80
 
343. G.B Collection,  in single stock book, from QV Penny Reds (160+) to modern postage, including a George V £1 and more 
(parcel)
 £80-120
 
344. Stamp Sheets, of fine used stamps of Benin, Cambodia and DDR, together with a sheet of Mint GB Queen’s Diamond 
Anniversary and Victorian Penny Red Collection (240)
 £100-150
 
345. Kew Gardens, a 2009 Kew Gardens 50p First Day Cover
 £150-200
 
346. Westminster Collection, a fine two margin Penny Black (JK) on cover, with fine red Maltese Cross postmark
 £80-120
 
347. Westminster Collection Folders, an 1835 pre-stamp cover to Bristol, Edward VII Definitive (1/2d to 1s), and Edward VII £1 
Green and George V Seahorses 2/6 to 10/- (4)
 £60-80
 
348. Queen Victoria Stamps, in nine smart presentation folders, comprising three Penny Blacks (JA with Red Maltese postal 
stamp, CD and MB, the 2d Blue, imperf mint Penny Red 1841, 5s rose, 1d red on cover imperf and 2 1/2d on cover (parcel)
 £100-150
 
349. A large collection of PHQ cards, various subject matter, including Seasonal, Religious, Sporting, Comical, Christmas, 
Landmarks, Animals and much more (200+)
 £70-100
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350. G.B and World stamps, a large collection of British, Commonwealth and World stamps, George V onwards, loose and in 
stock books, together with FDCs and PHQs (qty)
 £50-80
 
351. G.B and World stamps, a collection of mainly overseas stamps, loose and in stock books, together with early 20th Century 
Deeds, FDCs, PHQs and many more (parcel)
 £60-100
 
352. Isle of Man, a large collection of Isle of Man related FDCs and PHQs, covering many subject matter, 1980s onwards, in 
sleeves (500+)
 £120-150
 
353. Guernsey, eight albums of Guernsey FDCs, 1980s onwards, covering various subjects, including Royalty, Transport, Currency, 
Animals and much more (parcel)
 £100-150
 
354. Isle of Man, approx 180+ Isle of Man Presentation packs, 1978-1999, various subject matter (parcel)
 £120-150
 
355. G.B and World stamps, a large collection of unused sheets, from various countries, different ages, mainly all mint (parcel)
 £100-150
 
356. RAF Covers, a collection of approximately 500+ covers, many signed, including Red Arrows, Marshalls, Test Pilots, Escaping 
Society, and many more, one test pilot being Brian Trubshaw 31/5/80, Concorde postmarked, Air Tattoo, Greenham Common, all in 
10 albums (parcel)
 £250-350
 
357. First Day Covers, a large collection of 1980s and onwards FDCS, together with a selection of modern loose stamps and PHQs 
(00s)
 £120-180
 
358. G.B and World stamps, a large collection of British, Commonwealth and World stamps, in numerous, albums and stock 
books, mainly modern (qty)
 £120-180
 
359. G.B and World stamps, a collection of  British, Commonwealth and World stamps, in several albums and loose, complete 
with sets and covers (parcel)
 £60-100
 
360. A collection of Peru Stamps, various ages, in two stock books, loose and sheets, a large amount of duplication
 £50-80
 
361. British and World stamps, comprising a large collection of Luxembourg stamps, British Victorian and later, plus modern 
world stamps, in stock books, and sheets, plus a selection of stamp collecting equipment
 £70-100
 
362. British Victorian Penny Reds, a collection of 800+ Victorian Penny Reds, sorted into their plate numbers, various letter, all in 
one stock book
 £60-80
 
363. Victorian and later British and World stamps, including Penny Reds, 2d Blues, the Jubilee set, German and many more, in 
stock books and albums, sheets and more (parcel)
 £150-180
 
364. A large collection of World Stamps, loose and in well presented albums, some with pencil annotation, various countries 
and colonies throughout the world, early and modern examples (parcel)
 £100-200
 
365. Victorian and later British and World stamps, two albums containing various stamps, including British Victorian, comprising 
five Penny blacks (NL,SG,BE,RE,KJ), four with red and one with black Maltese Cross stamps, 8 imperf 2d Blues, 18 penny reds 
(imperf), plus a vast number of perforated 2d Blue and Penny Reds, a good collection of other Victorian stamps and more (parcel)
 £200-300

366. British and World stamps, six albums containing British, Commonwealth and World stamps, early and modern example laid 
down and nicely presented
 £200-300
 
367. Stamps and First Day Covers, a large collection of British and World loose stamps, together with a collection of FDCs, Paper 
Money and more (parcel)
 £80-120
 
368. British and World stamps, eight albums contain British, Commonwealth and World stamps, to include British Victorian, High 
value Queen Elizabeth II examples, a large collection of USA stamps and much more (parcel)
 £200-300
 
369. British and World stamps, a collection of Victorian and later stamps, including a large collection of German stamps, in 
albums and loose, together with a selection of FDCs (parcel)
 £60-80
 
370. An assortment of British and World Stamps, Queen Victoria and later, loose and in albums, plus a selection of FDCs and 
coin covers (parcel)
 £120-180
 
371. A collection of British Victorian stamps, to include a Westminster Collection Green Shilling booklet, numerous Penny Reds 
(Imperf and Perf examples), 2d Blues, Jubilee set, Victorian Five Shilling (SG180) and Ten Shilling, plus a small selection of George V 
examples (parcel)
 £150-200
 
372. An album of Penny Reds, a vast collection of Penny Reds, one from many of the plates, missing some of the earlier 
examples, together with an album of fine used Victorian and later stamps (parcel)
 £60-80
 
373. A fine album of Victorian and later stamps, including a Penny Black (OD), QV Ten Shilling, numerous Penny Reds, a QV £1 
(SG185), Five Shillings and many more (parcel)
 £200-250
 
374. An impressive Victorian British and later stamp album, to include two Penny Blacks, (NL and LE, LE with three margins), 
2d Blues, Penny Reds, Five Shilling, Ten Shilling, £1 SG185, Jubilee issues, Edward VII £1, Five Shilling and much more, all annotated 
(parcel)
 £200-300
 
375. A Victorian and later stamp album, comprising a Victorian Penny Black SJ with one margin, numerous Penny Reds (Perf and 
Imperf), 2d Blues, the Jubilee set, and many more, British and World
 £100-150
 
376. A collection of British and World First Day Covers and Presentation packs, approx 120 in total
 £30-50
 
377. An assortment of British and World Stamps, in albums and loose, together with a selection of FDCs, plus a selection of 
Cigarette and trade cards (parcel)
 £50-60
 
378. An assortment of British and World Stamps, to include, Japanese, Commonwealth, European and more, plus some coin 
covers, loose and in well presented albums (parcel)
 £100-200
 
379. A large collection of British First Day Covers, 1970s onwards, covering various subject matter (parcel)
 £80-120
 
380. A collection of Concorde related FDCs, comprising of various designs, including some signed examples (parcel)
 £100-150
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381. A small collection of signed FDCs, to include the signatures of Margaret Thatcher, various military personnel from the 
Falklands, RNLI, Stanley Matthews, Ralph Fiennes, Sqn Ldr Geoffery Bond DFC, Cpl Henry C Pexton 2 Commando Paratrooper, Sqn Ldr 
W Lashbrook MBE DFC AFC DFM 51 Squadron and more (parcel)
 £120-150
 
382. Phoenix Assurance Company Fire Marks,  1782-1984, copper - W23G, policy no. 42170, VG, spear end missing, W23G, P, 
spear tip missing, W23K, VG, original paint and W23K, G, original paint, darker panel colour (4)
 £80-120
 
383. Phoenix Assurance Company Fire Mark,  1782-1984, W23A, lead, policy no. 17058, G, spear end missing
 £100-150
 
384. Queen Insurance Company Fire Marks,  1857-1891, W99C, tinned iron, F-G, some original paint, green badge and W99A, 
copper, P (2)
 £40-60
 
385. Scottish Union Insurance Company Fire Mark,  1824-1878, W75A, G-VG, copper, one fixing hole enlarged
 £30-50
 
386. Newcastle upon Tyne Fire Office Fire Mark, 1769-1840, W24B, lead, policy no. 1523, inscribed recto ‘Taken off 30 Newgate 
Street Morpeth 12/6/1947’, ex-E Nugent Linaker Collection of Fire Marks and Fire Memorabilia, Phillips, London, 17 November 1986, 
lot 136
 £250-300
 
387. Salop Fire Office Fire Mark,  1780-1890, W20B, copper, F, some original paint, horizontal crease, straightened, two repairs
 £40-60
 
388. Imperial Fire Insurance Company Fire Mark,  1803-1902, tinned iron - W40D, G, original paint, suspension loop added to 
top and W40D, G, original paint, suspension tab added to back, repair at top
 £40-60
 
389. County Fire Office Fire Marks,   1807-1906, copper - W45B, P-F, some original paint (3), W45C, P-F, some original paint and 
W45F, G, original paint (5)
 £50-80
 
390. Atlas Assurance Company Fire Marks,  1808-1959, copper - W50A, P-F, some original paint (3)
 £40-60
 
391. Insurance Company of Scotland Fire Mark, 1821-1848, W58A, copper, F-G, some splitting 
 £40-60
 
392. Protector Fire Insurance Company Fire Mark,  1825-1935, copper, W80B, P-F
 £30-40
 
393. London Assurance Fire Mark,  1720-1965, W9H(i), P, missing head and spear tip
 £20-30
 
394. District Fire Office Fire Mark,  1834-1864, W83A, copper, F, strengthening repairs, original paint  
 £20-30
 
395. Sun Fire Office Fire Marks, 1710-1959, copper - W3H, G, light blue, original paint and W3H, G, dark blue (2)
 £40-60
 
396. Sun Fire Office Fire Mark, 1710-1959, W3B, lead, policy no. 534229, G-VG, slight squashing to nose tip, some extra holes
 £60-80
 
397. Phoenix Assurance Company Fire Mark,  1782-1984, W23A, lead, policy no. 6267, G-VG, spear end detached and re-fixed, 
solder visible from front
 £120-180
 

398. Phoenix Assurance Company Fire Marks,  1782-1984, copper - W23A (2), W23D, W23E, P-F, spear tips missing or repaired 
(5)
 £50-80
 
399. Phoenix Assurance Company Fire Mark,  1782-1984, W23B, lead, policy no. 15135, G, but spear neatly removed
 £80-120
 
400. British Fire Office Fire Mark,  1799-1843, copper - W30E, F-G, some original paint and W30E, F, some original paint (2)
 £50-80
 
401. Bristol Crown Fire Office Fire Mark, 1718-1837, W6C, lead, G-VG
 £100-150
 
402. Bristol Crown Fire Office Fire Mark, 1718-1837, W6B, lead, F, repaired
 £80-100
 
403. Athenaeum Fire Office Fire Mark, 1852-1856, ceramic, white lettering on dark blue background, overall G-VG, but lower 
section below neck previously detached and repaired with resin adhesive
 £250-300
 
404. Church of England Life and Fire Assurance Trust and Annuity Institution Fire Mark,  1840-1893, W91B, copper, P-F
 £30-50
 
405. London Assurance Fire Mark,  1720-1965, W9F, lead, policy no. 50543, G, spear tip replaced, three fixing holes enlarged
 £150-200
 
406. Newcastle upon Tyne Fire Office Fire Mark, 1769-1840, W24B, lead, policy no. 4046, G, overpainted 
 £150-200
 
407. General Insurance Company of Ireland Fire Mark,  1777-1825, W18D, lead, G, 30mm crack rising from lower border; 
previously in the E Nugent Linaker Collection
 £250-300
 
408. Hibernian Insurance Company Fire Mark, 1771-1839, W13Bii, lead, G, some cracking, old straightened bend to panel
 £200-300
 
409. Worcester Fire Office Fire Mark, 1790-1818, W27B, lead, policy no. 2097, G, some original paint
 £250-300
 
410. Nottinghamshire and Derbyshire Fire and Life Assurance Company Fire Marks,  1835-1869, W87D, copper, F, lacks garter 
end, traces of original paint and W87E(i), zinc, F-G, lacks garter end, some original paint (2)
 £40-60
 
411. Union Fire Office Fire Marks, 1714-1907, W4D, tinned iron, F-G, Roman numerals scratched to back, some rusting to front, 
original paint and W4F, copper, G, original paint (2)
 £40-60
 
412. York and North of England Assurance Company Fire Mark, 1834-1844, W85C, copper, F-G 
 £80-120
 
413. Church of England Life and Fire Assurance Trust and Annuity Institution Fire Mark,  1840-1893, W91A, copper, F-G, some 
splitting along die-stamping lines
 £80-120
 
414. West of England Fire Insurance Company Fire Marks,  1807-1894, W48A, copper, policy no. 41231 (?), F, overpaint 
removed, W48B, tinned iron, P-F, corrosion and W48D, tinned iron, F, some corrosion (3)
 £50-80
 
415. Birmingham Fire Office Company Fire Marks, 1805-1867,  W42C, copper, F-G and W42C, copper, P-F, some splitting, right-
hand fixing tab missing (2)
 £40-60
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416. Birmingham Fire Office Company Fire Marks, 1805-1867, W42D, copper, F and W42E, brass, VG, original paint
 £30-50
 
417. Royal Insurance Company Fire Marks,  1845-1996, W95A, tinned iron, P, incomplete, W95B, copper, F, W95B, tinned iron, F, 
original paint and W95D, copper, F (4)
 £50-80
 
418. Royal Insurance Company Fire Marks,  1845-1996, W95B, copper, G, original paint and W95D, copper, F-G, original paint (2)
 £40-60
 
419. Liverpool and London Fire and Life Insurance Company Fire Mark,  W96A, tinned iron, overall VG, but upper border 
corroded away and Liverpool and London and Globe Insurance Company, W105, copper, F, original paint (2)
 £50-80
 
420. Liverpool and London and Globe Insurance Company Fire Marks,  W105B, copper, F, original paint (5)
 £50-80
 
421. Manchester Fire and Life Assurance Company, 1824-1904, W71A, tinned iron, P, scroll glued, W71D, copper, G, original 
paint and W71E, tinned iron, F, original paint (3)
 £50-80
 
422. London Assurance Fire Mark,  W9I, tinned iron, P-F, original paint; Farmers and General Fire and Life Insurance Institution, 
W92A, copper, F; and National Fire Insurance Corporation, W113A, copper, F-G, glue to back (3)
 £50-80
 
423. London and Lancashire Fire Insurance Company Fire Marks,   W101B, copper, G-VG, original paint (2)
 £50-80
 
424. Northern Assurance Company Fire Marks,  W88A copper, VG, original paint, W88A, F-G, original paint, W88A, copper, F, 
suspension loop added, W88A, copper, G and W88A, tinned iron, P, overpainted (5)
 £50-80
 
425. Norwich Union Fire Insurance Society Fire Marks,  1797-Aviva from 2002, W29P, copper, P-G, all with some original paint 
(4)
 £50-80
 
426. Overseas Fire Marks,  North British & Mercantile Insurance Company, tinned iron, F, B932, tinned iron, P, repaired and 
repainted, tinned iron, P, corroded to skeletal state and modern Northern Seguros, brass, G (4)
 £40-60
 
427. Overseas Fire Marks,  Excess Insurance Company, Italian market, Excess Londra - black (1), red (1), Italian Excess, red (1), F, 
original litho (3)
 £30-50
 
428. Overseas Fire Marks,  Excess Insurance Company, Italian market, Excess Londra - black (1), red (1), Italian Excess, red (1), F, 
original litho (3)
 £30-50
 
429. Overseas Fire Marks,  Excess Insurance Company, Italian market, Excess Londra - black (1), red (1), Italian Excess, red (1), F, 
original litho (3)
 £30-50
 
430. Overseas Fire Marks,  Excess Insurance Company, Italian market, Excess Londra - black (1), red (1), Italian Excess, red (1), F, 
some corrosion, original litho (3)
 £30-50
 
431. Overseas Fire Marks,  Excess Insurance Company, Italian market, Excess Londra - black (2), red (1), Italian Excess, red (1), F, 
some corrosion, original litho (3)
 £30-50
 

432. Overseas Fire Marks,  Phoenix Assurance Company Fire Marks, German-issue Londoner Phönix, tinned iron, ‘Gegründet 
1782’ (2), ‘A.D. 1782’ (1), P-F, all corroded (3)
 £50-80
 
433. Overseas Fire Marks,  Liverpool and London and Globe Insurance Company, B947, litho tinned iron, lettering thickness 
varies, one marked ‘Printed in England’, VG (2)
 £50-80
 
434. Overseas Fire Marks,  Royal Exchange Assurance Fire Marks,  B635, copper, G, some faded original paint, B633, copper, F, 
lacks crown and tinned iron, oval, for Spanish-speaking market, F (3)
 £40-60
 
435. Overseas Fire Marks,  County Fire Office, litho tinned iron, G-VG; Reliance Marine Insurance Company, B967, litho tinned 
iron, VG; and Guardian Fire and Life Assurance Company, B798, litho tinned iron, VG (3)
 £50-80
 
436. Overseas Fire Marks,  Pearl Assurance Company, B1023, tinned iron, G, some tarnishing; Guardian Fire and Life Assurance 
Company, B797, litho tinned iron, P-F; and British General Insurance Company, B1006, litho tinned iron, VG (2); (4)
 £40-60
 
437. Overseas Fire Marks,  London and Lancashire Fire Insurance Company, W101E, tinned iron, P, corroded, incomplete, 
repaired and Italian market, brass, F; Northern Assurance Company, B879, tinned iron, F, corroded (2); and Royal Insurance Company, 
tinned iron, with lettering raised ‘Incorporated In England’, P; (5)
 £40-60
 
438. Overseas Fire Marks,  Atlas Assurance Company, litho tinned iron, flat section, VG (2); Reliance Marine Insurance Company, 
B967, litho tinned iron, VG; and British General Insurance Company, B1006, litho tinned iron, VG (2); (5)
 £40-60
 
439. Overseas Fire Marks,  Commercial Union Assurance, W100A, P, corroded and B917, litho tinned iron, G (2) (3)
 £40-60
 
440. Overseas Fire Marks,  Patriotic Assurance Company of Ireland, B847, litho tinned iron, G, F-G and F (3)
 £40-60
 
441. Overseas Fire Marks,  Sun Fire Office, variant of B551 without lettering to border, copper, G, B555, litho tinned iron, G, 
faded and B556, litho tinned iron, G (3)
 £40-60
 
442. Overseas Fire Marks,  Sun Fire Office, B555, litho tinned iron, G, faded and B556, litho tinned iron, G, a few dents (2) (3)
 £30-50
 
443. Overseas Fire Marks,  Sun Fire Office, printed tinned iron sheet, B553, overall F-G but corrosion patch through ‘ndo’ of 
London and B554, G; according to Bulau, both marks are rare and date from the first admission of the company into the USA in circa 
1890 (2)
 £120-180
 
444. Overseas Fire Marks,  Caledonian Insurance Company, B758, litho tinned iron, G, slight corrosion and enamelled iron, VG (2) 
(3)
 £60-80
 
445. Two Ronson Penciliters, one circa 1934 and the other circa 1948, both with engine turned design, together with a Balita 
Pencil Lighter, AF (3)
 £30-40
 
446. A Dupont Lacquer-de-Chine pocket lighter, with two Japanese characters in red to the reverse, together with a similar 
example, plus a Swiss Ropp lighter, a Parker Beacon, an Imco, a Ronson Varaflame in box and others, AF (parcel)
 £40-60
 
447. A collection of novelty table lighters, including a chrome plated Rocket on stand, a Submarine, a Swan, a Supermarine 
Spitfire, a Ronson table lighter on stand, a dagger lighter and a KKW camera lighter on stand, AF (parcel)
 £30-50
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448. An assortment of figural table lighters, including a locomotive, a fighter jet, a tank, a vintage car, a ship, a Chinese figure, a 
horse, a KKW camera lighter and a golf ball lighter, AF (parcel)
 £30-50
 
449. A group of novelty lighters, comprising a flintlock pistol, a second pistol, an IMCO Gunlite in box, a radio lighter, a transistor 
radio lighter in original box, a Colibri pipe lighter, a cigarette lighter in original packaging, plus a further three gun lighters, AF (parcel)
 £30-50
 
450. An assortment of Zippo lighters, to include a solid brass 1990 Statue of Liberty Island, a 2000 solid brass Royal Marines 
(Gibraltar), a replica of the 1930s square cross cut corner Zippo, Zippo leather pouches, a Zippo penknife/money clip and more 
(parcel)
 £40-60
 
451. Ten Windproof lighters, including Penguin, Zippy, Hugo Bucchser & others, with four new in Presentation box (unused) in 
original packing, AF (parcel)
 £30-50
 
452. A group of ten Trench Art and brass lighters, including a Strom lighter, an one made of a 1942 WWII K2 20mm shell, AF 
(parcel)
 £30-50
 
453. Six Art Deco Style table lighters, including a Spitfire, Sarome, Maruman, Poppell in box, Maruman Rocket Ship, and an 
English made Articulated action lighter in bakelite (parcel)
 £30-50
 
454. An ST Dupont pocket lighter, ref 05D 11A8 in original box, together with eight table lighters, including a Wooden Lighthouse 
Lighter, a Ronson Senator, a Mylflam (unused), a Colibri with Sobranie Virginia advertising, Relio, Colibri with an Art Glass base, a 
Consul, and a BIC in a chrome plated housing (parcel)
 £30-50
 
455. Three cigarette combination cases with lighters, including Ronson Magnacase, Polo and one other, together with eleven 
pocket lighters, to include Thorens, Dunhill Rollagas, Polo, Ronson and others, AF (parcel)
 £30-50
 
456. A Zippo Barcroft table lighter, together with four Zippo style pocket lighters in original packaging, (unused), plus fourteen 
pocket lighters, including Ronson, Flamminaire, IMCO, “Polo UL version, Colibri, Maruman and others, AF (parcel)
 £40-60
 
457. A quantity of approximately 30 pocket lighters, including Fumalux with Advertising, Mosda Streamline, Ronson Whirlwind, 
Rolstar, Colibri, Redan (mint in box), Dunhill Rollagas, Ronson Circle style, Rolls Wonder lighter, Turf, Karl Weiden (KW Germany), 
Ronson Cadet in original box, Ronson Varaflame, Trim Windmill with box and instructions, Brotherlite, Musical pocket lighter and 
more (parcel)
 £40-60
 
458. A quantity of approximately forty pocket lighters, to include Dunhill Dress lighter, Silver Match, Jetflame, Msda, Casanova 
in box, NURA in box, Rolstar, Ronson Whirlwind, Paola, Colibri, Sarome, Ronson, Musical Polka, Ronson Varaflame, lighter with a 
penknife, Penguin and Ronson Banker (parcel)
 £40-60
 
459. A large collection of approximate 50 lighters, to include a Ronson Whirlwind, Ronson Varaflame, Arthur Bertrand enamel 
in the style of St Dupont, Nentone, Rodan, Sarome, Crown, Banner, Royal, Dash, Zaima in box, Kingsway, Colibri, Hilton, Musical, 
Ronson Cadet, Ronson Banker, Myon, Zenith and more (parcel)
 £40-60
 
460. A collection of Advertising lighters, together with a selection of spare lighter parts (parcel)
 £20-30
 
461. A group of nine Table lighters, to include Rolstar, Tankard, Polo, Cygnus, Penguin, British Mae, Mosda Streamline, Colibri, 
and Crown Monarch, for parts only, AF (parcel)
 £20-30
 

462. A collection of 30+ pocket lighters, comprising Ronson, Modern, Ross, Ronson Viking, IMCO, BIC and cover, Tanita, Hadson, 
Scripto, Colibri, Ronson Milady, KBL-500, Delite Roller, Comet, Ronson Whirlwind, Atoll and more, AF (parcel)
 £30-50
 
463. A collection of Novelty lighters, to include KKW lighter in the form of a camera on tripod, plastic pelican, a light bulb, 
Mackeson and Guinness bottles, a lorry, a gun and more, AF (parcel)
 £30-50
 
464. Ronson and Windproof style lighters, plus a Nimrod, Bowers, Mosda and IMCO, Maruman, a pencil lighter and more 
(parcel)
 £30-50
 
465. An assortment of table lighters, to including Orb, Hot Spot Electric in box, figural style, Colibri, Rolstar, three cigarette case 
combination lighters, Perkins, KW (Karl Weiden) and an ASR (parcel)
 £20-40
 
466. A large collection of novelty lighters, including Ronson, Orion, Rolex, Tommy, Park, Dice, Gun, Lido, IMCO, Le Follett (parts 
only), Colibri, Penguin, Bottle, Playing Card, Cigar, Silver Match and many more (parcel)
 £30-50
 
467. A collection of approximately 40 lighters, various manufacturers and designs, all AF
 £20-30
 
468. A selection of assorted lighters, to include Table, Case and pocket lighters, various Manufacturers (approx 50)
 £30-40
 
469. A collection of Trench Art and brass lighters, including book lighters, shell casing lighters, a Naval Fuse lighter and more, 
approx 18
 £30-40
 
470. A large collection of table lighters, including a silver cased example, together with a selection of cigarette cases, all AF
 £30-50
 
471. A Pheasant table striker, missing wand, together with a selection of table lighters, some with faults, approx 10
 £30-50
 
472. Two boxed Dupont lighters in original retailers boxes, together with a collection of twelve other lighters in boxes and a 
Ronson Queen Ann in original box, plus a selection of empty retailer’s boxes (parcel)
 £50-80
 
473. A small collection of cigarette lighter books, to include Feuerzeuge by Wolfgang Seyfried, Ronson Auction catalogue 1996 
London UK and Cigarette Lighter Patents Volume 1 and 2 (4)
 £20-30
 
474. A small collection of lighters, to include Ronson Penciliter in original box (needs work), a Polo table lighter, a Ronson 
Varatronic in original box, plus a number of others (parcel)
 £30-50
 
475. A small collection of pocket lighters, for spares and parts (parcel)
 £20-25
 
476. An Evans US-made Combination cigarette case and petrol lighter, the case fitted triggerlite lighter with windguard, with 
two black lacquered stripe design, together with a Magnatex combined electric lighter and torch, and a Radar Swiss-made petrol 
pocket lighter by La Nationale (3)
 £50-80
 
477. A French Nova petrol pocket lighter, with secondary pull out fuel tank, together with a Thorens Oriflam petrol pocket 
lighter in chrome butler finish, and a Magnatex electric filament lighter with combined torch (3)
 £30-50
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478. An Orlik Sport petrol lighter with slip case, together with silver plated Thorens Oriflam, a Ronson service kit in tin box 
(complete), a Ronson plastic flint case (shaped like a lighter) with cleaning brush/flints and a probe, plus six empty cardboard 
cigarette lighter boxes
 £30-40
 
479. A Dunhill Unique B size petrol lighter, in original Dunhill cardboard box, together with a Parker Beacon petrol pocket lighter 
(subsidiary company of Dunhill) and marked ‘The Efficient Lighter’ with engine turned body and silver plated finish 
 £60-80
 
480. An Orlik petrol pocket lighter, nickel plated with an original snake skin wrap, plus a Saffa Universo (Italian) petrol pocket 
lighter with a leather wrap (missing windguard), similar design to the Dunhill Sport lighter (2)
 £40-60
 
481. A Dunhill ‘Wafer’ B size petrol pocket lighter, patent number 143752, silver plated with engine turned design, in original 
cardboard retailer’s box and cloth bag
 £70-100
 
482. A Beney Saville petrol pocket lighter,  slightly used, chrome plated, with engine turned design, in original Beney cardboard 
retailer’s box, with original instructions, reference number 5158
 £50-80
 
483. A German-manufacture Triumph petrol pocket lighter, with silver sleeve marked sterling silver and with maker’s mark 
FHA&Co
 £50-80
 
484. Seven Auction Catalogues, including rare Antiquorum Lighter and Watches sale dated March 1993, Christie’s Vesta Case 
auction, two French Company catalogues and a Science and Technology auction of Important Scientific Instruments at Sothebys, 
1997 (parcel)
 £20-30
 
485. Lighter Books, a various collection of Cigarette Lighter books, to include Original Patents Volume 2, OTLS Lighter Collectors 
Calendar 1992, Fire Steels by Vittorio Cacciandra, Artisan de Tranchee & Briquets de Poilus by Patrice Warin (Trench Art), Striker 
Lighters by Urs Batschmann, Collection Cigarette Lighters Volume II by Neil S Wood, Smokerama by Philip Collins and Geschichte de 
Feuerzeuge by Rita Bucheit
 £30-40
 
486. A US-manufacture ‘Marathon’ lift arm petrol pocket lighter, with brushed nickel plated finish, hardly used condition
 £70-100
 
487. A Dunhill Broadboy silver plated petrol pocket lighter, with engine-turned design, with initials engraved to front face ‘JS’, 
sliding back panel good fit and flint tube clear, with original flint spring fitted
 £100-150
 
488. Lighter Postcards, a collection of postcards depicting various items, to include a Dunhill 9ct gold Bevel watch lighter, an 
Austrian figural striker lighter, a chemical lighter dated 1807 depicting the “Vesta Temple, a Cartier Gold cylinder lighter dated 1930, 
pocket knives with steels and more (parcel)
 £20-30
 
489. Zippo Manuals, Volumes 1-4 edited by Kesaharu Imai printed in Japanese and English, The ‘Bible’ for Zippo collectors, these 
volumes catalogue nearly all Zippo lighters up to the mid 1990s
 £60-80
 
490. Lighter Books, including Millers Smoking Accessories by Sarah Yates, Supplement to Bryant & May catalogue dated 1928, 
Cigarette Lighter Advertisements 1881-1996, Zippo Collectors Manual Vol 3 by Kesaharu Imai, Cigarette Collectors Guide by James 
Flanagan, Collecting Cigarette Lighters A Price Guide by Neil S Wood, Legend of the Lighter appendix only by Ad Van Weert
 £40-60
 
491. Three small enamelled metal plaques, depicting Thorens Original Lighters, Goldenglo Vu Lighter and Flaminaire Crillon, 
Gentry and Baronet, all manufactured approx. 1993, 5.5’’ x 4’’
 £15-25
 

492. A large collection of lighters and other items, to include a brass cigarette case with Royal Artillery badge to the front, 
various other cigarette cases, table lighters, pocket lighters and many modern plastic advertising pocket lighters (parcel)
 £40-60
 
493. A collection of various lighters, to include Ronson Varaflame in box, small Ronson Varaflame in box, Parker, Modernlite 
Automatic Superlighter, Colibri, 1987 HMS Plymouth slim Zippo, 1987 HMS Juno Zippo and a Zippo stye Ronson Marlboro lighter 
(parcel)
 £60-100
 
494. A collection of smoking related items, to include a collection of lighters, comprising a boxed Colibri Sensation 2000 with 
engraved names, Ronson, a Camel Cigarette case with lighter, penknives, smoking pipes and more (parcel)
 £50-80
 
495. Two Hudson & Co ARP whistles, together with an Acme Thunderer and a Sondi Co Whistle, plus a small selection of Civil 
Defence and Warden cloth badges, buttons and a small pocket telescope and masonic scrolls (parcel)
 £30-40
 
496. A scarce WWI Bomb Reconnaissance Armband and badge, black printed design on yellow cotton, the badge with harder 
backing (2)
 £40-60
 
497. Four Army Bureau of Current Affairs issued 78 records, Illustrations to an outline History of the War September 1939 - June 
1944’, part 2, 4, 6 and 7, made in collaboration with the BBC (4)
 £50-80
 
498. A WWI period metal and wooden Air Raid clacker, dated 1914 to the handle and main body,  impression into the wood ‘KS’
 £30-50
 
499. A Royal Navy Officer’s Cap, by Grieves & Hawkes Ltd, with label for S/LT R.M Shorter, together with an army belt with 
applied cap badges, including RAC, Royal Marines, Boy’s Brigade, Labour Corps, ATS, The Devonshire Regiment, Reconnaissance Corp 
and more (parcel)
 £40-60
 
500. A British Army Cavalry Brigade Campaign bed, the mahogany frame with ‘Maj D Haig BACB’ to the top, the concertina 
frame with canvas top, with fold-down drawer to front, approx. 210cm long
 £30-40
 
501. A Queen Elizabeth II Military Commission, awarded to Second Lieutenant Peter Savell Wisher of the Land Forces, dated 
1975, with the Royal Blind stamp, signed by the Queen, framed and glazed, approx. 40cm x 32cm 
 £60-80
 
502. H.M.S Victory, an oak and brass banded bucket, with applied brass H.M.S Victory name to the front, complete with brass 
handle, together with a small example (2)
 £40-60
 
503. A large British Royal Navy White ensign flag, from HMS Eagle 1964-66, with smoke marks to the main flag, with stencilling 
to the edge ‘6 EDTH W ENSIGN 801706’, with original rope, wood and metal clasp attachments, approx. 265cm x 120cm
 £100-150
 
504. A 1980s British Royal Navy White ensign flag, by Chatham Dockyard Flagloft Ltd, with maker’s name and address stencilled 
to the edge with a broad arrow and ‘ENS. WHITE 571-299 6Bdths 1984’, complete with original rope, wooden baton and metal clips, 
approx. 265cm x 135cm
 £60-80
 
505. A South Africa flag (1928-1994), 67cm x 44cm, believed to be from HMS Eagle’s 64-66 Commission, together with a white 
pennant, with red cross and blue clover, plus a car pennant with the Reading Borough crest, possibly a Mayoral car pennant (3)
 £40-60
 
506. A large Red Ensign flag, marked Scarlet Ensign, 2 1/2 Somerset, 215cm x 115cm, AF
 £30-40
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507. A reconstituted marble bust of Winston Churchill, bearing Churchill name to lower, 32cm high, together with a similar 
plaster example (2)
 £20-30
 
508. A Burleigh Ware cream glazed Toby Jug by John Bull, the Churchill jug with him astride a Bulldog wearing a yellow jacket,  
29cm high
 £100-120
 
509. A collection of Churchilliana, to include a black and white photograph, a three dimensional figural picture, a teapot, a 
couple of dishes and a character jug (parcel)
 £60-80
 
510. A cut glass bowl for the Churchill Center, with a silhouette of Churchill and in outline of the globe
 £30-50
 
511. A group of four base yellow metal sweetheart brooches, RAF, RAFA, Friends of the RAFA and Allied, plus a RAF Association 
wall plaque Strategic Air Command cloth badges and a selection of cigarette cards (parcel)
 £40-60
 
512. A WWI W.Watson & Sons Ltd Gun Sight Telescope 1700, x8, dated 1918, Patt G.540, No.18
 £40-60
 
513. A 19th Century S. Allport Percussion cap dispenser, marked S.Allport Improved ‘L’
 £120-180
 
514. A collection of various military related items, to include a 1917 shell, AF, a Sutherland & Argyll Bugle, two military plaques, 
a few Scottish cap badges, two ceramic bowls, a small collection of German stamps, a gas mask and more (parcel)
 £50-80
 
515. A pair of French Military marked binoculars, marked ‘STHENARA’ 8x, with engraved name and service number, complete 
with case, together with two other pairs of binoculars, two inert shells and a 7.65 cal magazine (parcel)
 £30-50
 
516. A Victorian blue and white transfer printed Staffordshire Naval Mess plate, with a Victorian Crown to centre with ‘Mess 
No.56’, surrounded by three profiles in circular wreaths and naval scenes, 24cm diameter
 £50-80
 
517. A Flash Spotter Training Rifle, stamped to the barrel ‘British Patent No.s 243249&273995’, complete with pin and wire
 £40-60
 
518. A WWII 1944 dated Entrenching Tool, date stamped to the wooden shaft and the metal base, with broad arrow, complete 
with attachment and No.4 bayonet and sheath, plus 1944 dated case
 £100-150
 
519. A selection of various items, to include a selection of shells, including one from a Harrier, a 1915 dated shell, a fuse, a rifle 
magazine, a turtle helmet and more (parcel)
 £50-80
 
520. An inert No.36 Mk II hand grenade, complete with pin, marked to base
 £50-80
 
521. An Armoured Vehicle Sight Periscope, No.38 Mk I, marked FV4422956, with serial number B/36
 £50-80
 
522. A US Navy Clock by Seth Thomas, serial 1366-E, in black Bakelite-style casing, complete with key
 £100-150
 
523. A Royal Berkshire framed image, made up of reflective material under black overlay, 38cm x33cm
 £40-60
 

524. A WWI period Royal Naval Uniform, worn by Engineer Lieutenant Commander H.M Kenny, comprising jacket, trousers, cap 
and name stamp and cards, plus his University gown and certificate, all within his Naval carry trunk
 £50-100
 
525. A pair of Field Artillery book ends, the wooden bookend each with a model of a field gun, one being a Six Pound, the other 
a Nine Pound, both used by the Royal Artillery 1815, in Commemoration of the Battle of Waterloo (2)
 £40-60
 
526. A Military issued propeller, the small brass propeller used for a small water craft, marked 11 79 M12 RH, with the numbers 
13 9 to the side, 13’’ diameter
 £50-80
 
527. Two vintage brass shot flasks, one by James Dixon & Sons, together with two Heraldic brass horns and a No.4 ‘Pig sticker’ 
bayonet with scabbard and frog
 £40-60
 
528. An extensive collection of War Period black and white photographs, British and Overseas, showing military personnel, 
vehicles, aviation, destruction of towns and villages, and much more, together with a small selection of 1960s examples, 300+
 £400-600
 
529. A WWII German Railway Map, dated Nov 1942, showing the NE German rail network, including Poland, folding, with a 
couple of conservation tape repairs to reverse
 £30-50
 
530. A collection of S.A.S and Paratrooper items, owned by Charles Thomas Williams, comprising ties, handkerchiefs, wooden 
wall plaque, plastic plaque, framed items and more (parcel)
 £40-60
 
531. A military issue metal mine detector, by Vallon, VMH3CS, appears to be complete, untested, in original hard shell carry case
 £100-200
 
532. An A.W Bombs sticky bomb wooden transit case, with ‘A.W.Bombs, Fragile Glass, Highly Flammable, Do Not Drop, Handle 
With Care’, to the lid, the hinged lid opens to reveal ‘PRECAUTIONS A.W BOMBS enamel sign
 £400-500
 
533. A small selection of black and white Naval photographs, believed to be HMS Ganges, together with others, some of wild 
life, capturing a shark and family photos, plus three linen backed maps, The Eastern Highlands (RAF Edition), Paris and Tours (parcel)
 £40-60
 
534. The Colonial Cross of Arms of British Hong Kong, the British Coat of Arms with a lower shipping/fishing scene, mounted to 
board, 68cm x 68cm
 £100-150
 
535. A WWII German Kreigsmarine flag, faintly stamped to the edge, complete with rope, approx. 141cm x 75cm, AF
 £200-250
 
536. A collection of assorted swagger sticks, including a yellow metal topped example with applied coin, three white metal 
topped examples, a fully wooden example, plus another (6)
 £70-100
 
537. Two white metal topped regimental swagger sticks, one for Notts & Derby, the other Aden Protectorate Levies (APL) (2)
 £40-60
 
538. Two white metal topped regimental swagger sticks, one for Clifton College, the other with a shield (2)
 £40-60
 
539. Two white metal topped regimental swagger sticks, comprising The King’s Own and the King’s Own Scottish Borderers (2)
 £40-60
 
540. A white metal topped Royal Artillery swagger stick, together with a Royal Artillery riding crop (2)
 £40-60
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541. Two Royal Marine white metal topped swagger sticks, one made of bamboo with Gibraltar crest (2)
 £40-60
 
542. Two white metal topped regimental swagger sticks, comprising, The Buffs and The Royal Scots (2)
 £40-60
 
543. Three white metal topped Regimental swagger sticks, comprising The Queen’s Regiment, Hampshire Regiment and 
Bradfield College O.T.C (3)
 £60-80
 
544. Three white metal topped Regimental swagger sticks, comprising Royal Engineers, Army Service Corps, and Royal Army 
Medical Corps, all with applied spent rounds to bottom (3)
 £60-80
 
545. Two white metal topped regimental swagger sticks, comprising Trinidad Police Force and St John’s Ambulance Brigade (2)
 £40-60
 
546. Royal Army Medical Corps, an original ‘Send Home Box’ containing items belonging to Lt Col R.E Lloyd Roberts, including 
two original berets with bullion badges, Field Surgery Pocket book 1939-45, Service in Hot Climate 1943, Memorandum on 
Cutaneous Diseases 1945, a black and white photograph and a pair of spurs (parcel)
 £150-180
 
547. A WWII Special Operations Executive (SOE-OSS) Tyre Ripper, 5cm long
 £50-80
 
548. A WWII Special Operations Executive (SOE-OSS) Smoking Pipe Dagger, the rounded 5cm long blade, concealed within a 
traditional smoking pipe, the mouth piece when removed revealing the blade, 15cm long
 £1000-1200
 
549. A British Lightweight/Summer flying helmet,  in Khaki green, wired with earphones and microphone, marked to the inside 
22c/8415-99-130-1765, broad arrow and size 1, plus goggles
 £180-220
 
550. A WWII Royal Air Force Instrument Board clock, as fitted to the Supermarine Spitfire and the Hawker Hurricane, stamped 
AM with serial number 15105/44 (1944) to reverse, with alternatively coloured Arabic numerals, 6cm diameter, glass AF
 £100-150
 
551. A Royal Air Force Officer’s personal kit box, containing button cleaner, with number 2618695, Rank badges, goggle (non-
original strap) cutlery and more (parcel)
 £20-30
 
552. A WWII Air Ministry-marked axe, possibly from a Lancaster Bomber, by Elwell, dated 1943, AF
 £30-40
 
553. Johnny Johnson MBE DFM, the last surviving member of 617 Squadron (The Dambusters) signed Lancaster Bomber Bomb 
Aimer’s Release switch, signed in silver pen, with Air Ministry markings; Johnson was a Lancaster Bomber Aimer; together with a 
signed colour photograph of a Lancaster Bomber
 £200-250
 
554. A vintage Aircraft cockpit training simulator, mounted onto board, showing all of the different instruments and their 
locations, aircraft unknown (boards may not be in correct locations, together with a large General Airframes training book
 £80-120
 
555. A 1990s British Air Traffic Controller’s Helmet, complete with earphones with microphone and carry case
 £30-40
 
556. A military marked brown leather Type-C flight helmet, stamped with a broad arrow, REF No.22c/879
 £40-60
 
557. An Air Ministry Tropical Type D No.1 flying helmet, the khaki coloured cloth helmet, nicknamed ‘The Widow’s Peak’ with 
No.1 stamped inside,  size 6 1/2-6 3/4
 £150-180

558. A pair of United States Air Force Type B-1 flying trousers, the leather trousers with wool lining, with fitted braces and label 
for the American Air Force, Talon zip to front, with repair to one knee and missing some of the leather
 £200-220
 
559. A pair of British leather flying trousers with braces, with zips running completely down the legs, which detaches from the 
central crotch piece, zips stamped ‘made in England’, pockets to both legs
 £200-250
 
560. A Harley Aircraft Landing Light, model No.8ND, serial no.5210, complete in mount, 28.5cm diameter in total, together with 
an aeroplane’s Oil Tank Cover, believed to be from a Tri-Star, with stencilling to the front and stamped to the back, 42cm x 54cm, and 
a Jet Provost T5 intake front, in red, 63cm x 32cm plus a Lightning Undercarriage door, with stencilling and applied store details and 
instructions to the inside, grey to the outer, together with another panel from a Lightning (5)
 £50-80
 
561. An assortment of 1950s and later aeroplane items, including Oxygen gauge, junction boxes, USAF Survival training booklet, 
a tripod and more (parcel)
 £30-40
 
562. A modern Sheep Skin Flying Jacket, with Cubalan label, made in Uruguay, size 42 label
 £20-40
 
563. A modern Irvin RAF Sheep Skin Jacket by Aviation Leathercraft,  with two internal pockets and outer belt, no size label
 £200-300
 
564. An Air Ministry R.A.F Sheepskin Flying Jacket, size no.44, with label to inside, Con No.B.4861/42C.1.(750), good condition
 £150-250
 
565. A Thompson Land Camera by J.Langham Thompson Ltd, serial No. 400/61, the Polaroid camera with a Dallmeyer 
Anastigmat F-3’ f/3.5 lens marked 496670
 £60-80
 
566. A Colvern Wire Wound Precision Potentiometer, 10W/19934 Resistor Type 10666, in original plastic packaging and 
cardboard box
 £50-80
 
567. An Royal Air Force Artificial Horizon Mk 1 Luminous, circa 1950s, in original packaging and cardboard box 
 £100-150
 
568. An assortment of aviation dials, to include a Climb/Decent gauge Mk 1B, two Air Ministry Speedometer, two Fuel gauges 
(Centre Tank/ Long Range/No.2 Stub Tank) and Air Knots, together with a telephone handset, and four pull switches (parcel)
 £120-180
 
569. A Tornado F3 Interceptor jet complete column, with the hand controller with all the buttons and triggers, complete with 
the moveable column, wires and base 
 £100-200
 
570. An assortment of various items, to include an RAF Pyrene extinguisher from RAF Milton, a lamp, and a collection of 
shrapnel finds (parcel)
 £40-60
 
571. A Harrier GR3 control stick, together with together with another hand unit, both with triggers and buttons, an Air Inlet 
gauge and Tornado Release, an RAF No.4 MkII ‘Pig Sticker’ bayonet, scabbard and frog and more (parcel)
 £60-100
 
572. A WWII period Spitfire/Hurricane tail wheel, serial no.110533/2, DRG No. AH 2184, Issue 11, with 3x4 Electrically 
Conducting tyre, approximately 26cm diameter
 £80-120
 
573. An Air Ministry Mae West yellow Life Jacket, with label, Contract No. 9355, Type L/S Yellow, medium, complete with light 
and battery pack within the pocket
 £40-60
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574. Three items of RAF Pilot’s Clothing, to include a Coverall, Aircrew, Mk14, (size 8), Anti- G Trousers (extra large), and a 
Waistcoat Life preserver, Aircrew Mk27S (3)
 £70-100
 
575. An Air Ministry pilot’s coverall, with fur collar, in khaki, marked in ink to the inner ‘P/O Watlington J8381), with Air Ministry 
Zips to cuffs and ankles
 £50-100
 
576. An Irving Air Chute Parachute Harness, Back Pad Type, dated 1971, complete with Air Ministry Parachute (2)
 £120-180
 
577. A WWII period British RAF C-Type leather flying helmet, with rubber earphone mounts, leather chin strap, stamped to the 
rubber
 £80-120
 
578. A blue canvas military pilot’s flying helmet, with broad arrow stamped label to inner ‘22C/1731 size 3’, complete with ear 
phones within the brown leather ear muffs, with blue ink writing ‘F/C YEO’ to one, together with oxygen mask and tube
 £50-80
 
579. A WWII period British RAF C-Type leather flying helmet, complete with Air Ministry stamped 10A/13466 ear phones and 
connection wire
 £100-150
 
580. A small selection RAF Pilot equipment, to include a Type 20 Oxygen Mask microphone and mask with tube, an earlier 
pilot’s mask and tube, a pair of Air Ministry flying helmet earphones, and a blue canvas helmet liner with microphone, possibly 
Ground Crew (parcel)
 £70-100
 
581. A modern RAF Pilot’s helmet and mask, the green hard helmet with fold down visor, complete with modern oxygen mask 
and tube
 £50-80
 
582. A WWII Air Ministry marked B-Type brown leather flying helmet, by G.Waddington & Co Ltd, dated 1943, No.3, complete 
with earphones and wires, plus an Air Ministry marked canvas oxygen mask with tube
 £200-300
 
583. Two pair of vintage WWII period Aviation goggles, two different designs, one with leather and elastic straps (2)
 £40-60
 
584. A pair of WWII Mark IV B flying goggles, with circular joining nut to the centre of the eye pieces, laminated lenses, leather 
and chamois nose bridge, four rubber pads, large side loops with sprung leather straps, the brown leather back strap Air Ministry 
marked  with ‘Ref No. 22C/167’ by Fleming Ltd
 £180-220
 
585. A small collection of Spitfire and Hurricane prints, to include The Hurricane Trio and Evening Flight by Coulson, Hurricane 
Force and The Weekenders by Trevor Lay (4)
 £30-40
 
586. A Spirit of the Dambusters Limited Edition print, together with two Lancaster bomber prints, entitled ‘Merlins Thunder 
Lancaster Departure’ and ‘Lancaster over the East Coast’ (3)
 £30-40
 
587. A signed Limited Edition print ‘Wellington’ by E.A Mills, for the Wellington 50th Anniversary 1936-86, with 70+ signatures 
in pencil and ink, to include, Pilots, Officers, aimers from various squadrons, including 37 Sqdn, 40 Sqdn, 160th Sqdn, 70 Sqdn, 99 
sqdn, and more with some being awarded DFCs 
 £150-200
 
588. An Air Ministry War Department Inclinometer, by Stanley of London, with ‘C.E.D No.2’ scratch onto the side, complete with 
brown leather carry case and strap, stamped with King’s Crown and A.M.W.D
 £30-40
 

589. A Pomeranian State Air Defence League Silver badge, the diamond shaped badge with embossed bi-plane and lettering to 
front, ‘Pomorska, Liga Obrony Powieirznes Panstwa’, with screw back, with maker’s name stamped, ‘W.GONTARCZYK. WARSZAMA’
 £50-80
 
590. A collection of aviation books, to include RAF, Veteran & Vintage Aircraft by L.Hunt, The Boeing 747 Story by Peter R March, 
The Dambusters by John Sweetman and many more (parcel)
 £40-60
 
591. A Pilot’s wrist compass, in brown bakelite, on brown leather strap, together with another compass and a small collection of 
buttons (parcel)
 £30-40
 
592. A WWII RAF Carnaby Airfield flag, the Air Ministry stamped flag 3’x5’, also stamped Hull 1944 and RAF Carnaby; RAF 
Carnaby was a single runway emergency airfield constructed in 1944, 9,000ft long and 750ft wide (five times wider than a standard 
runway), this and two others (Manston and Woodbridge) would provide a safe landing spot for  wartime bombers which were either 
damaged or low on fuel
 £200-300
 
593. A Combat Vehicles Crewman’s Helmet, complete with inner helmet (less pads) assembly, with speakers, broad arrow 
stamped (2)
 £30-40
 
594. A WWII British Civil Defence Zuckermann helmet, marked SFP for Fire Watcher, by CC&S dated 1941, complete with liner, 
together with a rare ARP/Civil Defence folding metal Anti-Splatter mask, with remnants of original foam padding to reverse (2)
 £50-80
 
595. An Edwardian Merryweather Pattern brass fire helmet, with the crossed axes and torch to the front, dragon design to 
either side of the comb, complete with original liner and strap, with damages
 £120-150
 
596. A WWII Zuckermann helmet, marked FG to the front, together with a WWII Turtle helmet, plus Labour Corps and Royal 
Artillery caps (4)
 £50-80
 
597. Special Air Service (S.A.S), four berets worn by Charles Thomas William, three in maroon, one with the paratroopers cap 
badge to the front, another in khaki with S.A.S ‘Who Dares Wins’ cloth badges to the front (4)
 £60-80
 
598. A WWI Royal Warwickshire Regiment medal duo, awarded to Private William G Collins (35102), who was wounded during 
the First World War, comprising Victory and War medal, together with a George V and Queen Mary Jubilee medal 1935 (3)
 £40-60
 
599. An 1854-1855 Baltic medal, unnamed, together with an unnamed Turkish Crimea medal, Sardinia Issue (La Crimea 1855), 
plus an Indian 1885 One Rupee with applied pin back, a Canadian 5 cent 1909 and a ring marked ‘solid gold’ (5)
 £150-200
 
600. An assortment of various medals and medallions, to include British Nursing and overseas examples, Commemorative and 
Jubilee and more (parcel)
 £80-120
 
601. An Air Force Cross medal, unnamed, the ring broken, but ribbon and bar present, worn, AF (1)
 £120-180
 
602. Military Cross, unnamed, the cross with straight arms, with Imperial Crowns, Royal Cypher to centre, plain suspension bar, 
with ribbon (1)
 £200-300
 
603. Royal Scots Fusiliers Military medal, 2nd Battalion, awarded to Lance Corporal Thomas Robertson (12471), with George V 
bareheaded bust in Field Marshal’s Uniform, complete with ribbon (1)
 £250-350
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604. A Royal Engineers Boer War Queen’s South Africa medal, awarded to Sapper Daniel Grant (5595), with five clasps, South 
Africa 1901, South Africa 1902, Transvaal, Orange Free State and Cape Colony, with Queen Victoria Jubilee Head, with ribbon (1)
 £150-200
 
605. A Royal Artillery India General Service medal group, with North West Frontier 1930-3 clasp, awarded to Gunner J Standen 
(781561), together with his WWI War medal and 1939-45 Star, Standen later rose through the ranks from Bombardier to Serjeant, he 
was also a Prisoner of War (No.615) held at Stalag 383 near Hohenfels in Bavaria (3)
 £80-120
 
606. A King’s Royal Rifle Corps Kabul to Kandahar Star, awarded to Private JAS Clarke (1643) 2/60th Foot, British Troop 
impressed to reverse, complete with ribbon (1)
 £200-300
 
607. A George V silver Territorial Decoration, unnamed, hallmarked to reverse, dated London 1922 by  Garrard & Co Ltd, 
suspended from oak bar brooch on ribbon, in original retailer’s fitted box (2)
 £100-150
 
608. A cased Military Officer of the British Empire (OBE) silver medal, unnamed, hallmarked to reverse, dated London 1919 by 
Garrard & Co, on ribbon, in original fitted retailer’s case, marked O.B.E (MIL) to he front (2)
 £120-150
 
609. Order of St John medal group, awarded to Chief Superintendent A Baylock St Johns Ambulance Brigade 1953, comprising 
Order of St John with white enamel, 1939-45 Star, WWII Defence and War medal, and a Service Medal of the Order of St John with 5 
Year Bar (second type)
 £60-80
 
610. A Service Medal of the Order of St John, awarded to 9542 Private E Hobbs, Rushden Division No.3 (E)DIS S.J.A.B 1930, 
complete with 15 Years of Service Crosses, in H.T Lamb & Co retailer’s box (2)
 £20-30
 
611. An India General Service medal 1936-39, awarded to Sepoy Khalil 2 RD CONSTN BN (1462), with one clasp, North West 
Frontier 1936-37 (1)
 £20-30
 
612. A Naval medal group, comprising Ashanti Star 1896, Second China War medal, marked for W.H Twine Petty Officer 1st Class 
H.M.S Centurion, and a Delhi Durbar Medal 1911, also marked around the outside, indistinct, ‘4984 PTE’ visible
 £250-350
 
613. A WWI Royal Naval medal group, awarded to Leading Boatman J P Hann (196400), comprising Victory, War and 1914-15 
Star, plus his Naval Long Service and Good Conduct medal, with George V Bareheaded bust in Admiral’s Uniform (4)
 £120-180
 
614. A WWI Loyal North Lancashire Regiment duo, awarded to Private Robert Brotherton (11754), comprising Victory and 1914-
15 Star, his duty being in France and Flanders and listed on the War Office Casualty list as ‘Wounded’ in 1915 (2)
 £40-60
 
615. A WWI Liverpool Regiment duo, awarded to Private Thomas E Armer (49216), comprising Victory and War, Armer also 
served in the Labour Corps during WWI (2)
 £30-50
 
616. A WWI Royal Naval duo, awarded to Ordinary Seaman John Fielding Storey, Royal Navy (J.60502), comprising War and 
Victory medal, together with his Certificate of Service(3)
 £30-50
 
617. A WWI Naval group and Ephemera, awarded to Deck Hand James Henry Larcombe of the Royal Navy Reserves (18361DA), 
medals comprising Mercantile Marine War medal (AF), War and Victory medal, plus a later Elizabeth II Coast Life Saving Corps Long 
Service medal, a photographic postcard of Larcombe and a large oval portrait of Larcombe (parcel)
 £120-180
 
618. A WWI Royal Garrison Artillery Mons Star, awarded to Lieutenant Robert Holt Edmondson, together with his Special 
Constabulary Faithful Service medal (2)
 £30-40

619. Three Special Constabulary Faithful Service medals, two being George V examples, awarded to James Stevenson and 
Thomas Ridgway, the other a George VI example awarded to Robert Bond (3)
 £30-50
 
620. A WWII Air Crew Europe Star, unattributed, complete with France and Germany clasp and silver Rosette clasp (2)
 £200-300
 
621. A Pakistan Independence medal, awarded to MTN 927160 SEP ABOUR RAHIM R PASC MT, together with a WWI US Victory 
medal, a WWII French Croix GuerreWar Cross with Star, a WWI Belgian Croix de Guerre, and a Prussian War Memorial Cross (5)
 £40-60
 
622. A Royal Army Medical Corps Efficiency medal, with Territorial clasp, awarded to Corporal C Wilson (7357415) (1)
 £30-50
 
623. A George V Royal Engineers Long Service and Good Conduct medal, awarded to Sergeant Albert E Dicken (28522), later 
becoming a Warrant Officer Class 2 (1)
 £20-30
 
624. A George V Volunteer Long Service medal, awarded to Private J H Bowers of the 12th Eastern Bengal Railway Battalion, 
Auxiliary Force India (1)
 £50-80
 
625. An Elizabeth II General Service medal 1962-2007, with Northern Ireland clasp, awarded to Private M Broderick (24211916) 
of the Prince of Wales’s Own (1)
 £50-80
 
626. A George V General Service medal 1918-62, with Iraq clasp, awarded to RSLDR Baz Khan (1)
 £30-50
 
627. A George VI General Service 1918-62 medal, with Palestine 1945-48 clasp, awarded to Private G H Williams (14082220), 
who served with 843 Company (General Transport), Royal Army Service Corps (1)
 £30-50
 
628. An Elizabeth II General Service medal 1918-62, with Malaya clasp, awarded to Private F Rodaway (23435323) of the Loyal 
Regiment (1)
 £30-50
 
629. A group of five WWI Victory medals, including a chromed example, awarded to Private James Anderson (S/24660), 
Seaforth Highlanders, the others awarded to Private Edward Ainsworth (11336), Royal Lancaster Regiment, Private John A Colderley 
(50836), Liverpool Regiment, Sergeant G  Head (2902), Royal Air Force, and Private W H Dawson (4674), 18th Battalion Australian 
Imperial Force (5)
 £50-80
 
630. A group of three WWI War medals, awarded to Private Stanley Strong (949), Cheshire Regiment (also Serving in the Labour 
Corps), Private Howarth Berry (37045), Duke of Cornwall’s Light Infantry (also serving in the Hampshire Regiment), and Private J V 
Darwen (16800), Manchester Regiment (3)
 £30-50
 
631. A WWI 1914 Mons Star, awarded to Private John P Lawson (10412) 1st Bedfordshire Regiment, plus four WWI 1914-15 Star, 
awarded to Corporal W Tilston (14121), Cheshire Regiment, Private Arthur/Alfred Ding (3424), South Lancashire Regiment, Private 
Donald Walker (9947), King’s Own Scottish Borders, and Private Charles Pimlott (2276), Liverpool Regiment (5)
 £50-80
 
632. A collection of WWI and later miniature medals, comprising  OBE’s, the Military Cross, Victory, War, Mon-Star, General 
Service, Mercantile Marine War, Territorial Decoration and more (parcel)
 £80-120
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633. A large collection of WWII medals, to include a set of four in original box (unable to make out surname on box), a 
reproduction Air Crew Europe Star, two Italy Stars, Two France and Germany Star (one with Atlantic clasp), three Burma Stars (two 
with Pacific Clasps), four 1939-45 Stars (one with Battle of Britain clasp), two Pacific Stars, two War medals, five Defence medals, two 
Atlantic Stars (both with France and Germany clasps), five Africa Stars (one with 1st Army, two with 8th Army (slightly different) and 
the other with a North Africa 1942-43 clasp), two India Service medals, a damaged Mercantile Marine War medal (cannot make out 
name) and a United Nations Korea medal (parcel)
 £120-180
 
634. Three reproduction medals, comprising a Victoria Cross, a Distinguished Flying Cross and a Khedive’s Star in white metal (3)
 £40-60
 
635. An assortment of medals and medallions, to include Jubilee 1935, Coronation 1911, two For Services Rendered, and more 
plus a silver Royal Air Force (RAF) cigarette case, dated Birmingham 1944 by Charles S Green & Co Ltd (parcel)
 £60-80
 
636. Two George VI Imperial Service medals for Females, awarded to Fanny Lees and Edith Alice Gregson, plus an Elizabeth II 
Imperial Service medal awarded to Thomas Henry Todd, a Women’s Voluntary Service medal, a  WWII medal group of four (8)
 £60-80
 
637. An assortment of British and World medals and awards, comprising an unnamed Turkish Crimea medal (British), a Red 
Cross for Service medal awarded to Elizabeth M Brown, a 1939-45 Star, a German Iron Cross and more (parcel)
 £80-120
 
638. A WWI Royal Warwickshire Regiment medal duo, awarded to Colour Serjeant Frederick Elms (6376), comprising Victory 
and War medal (2)
 £40-60
 
639. A WWI Royal Warwickshire Regiment medal trio, awarded to Captain E H J Woodward, the Victory and War medal state 
Captain, the 1914-15 Star states Lieutenant, no service numbers (3)
 £60-80
 
640. A WWI Mon-star, awarded to Sapper Richard Evans (19120) of the 5417th Company of the Royal Engineers, together with 
four WWI War medals, awarded to Margaret D Hannan of the Voluntary Aid Detachment, Acting Warrant Officer Class II Glyndcot 
Rhys Davis 28th London (2189), Private James Speedy 12th London Regiment (7103) and Gunner John R Osborn of the Royal 
Garrison Artillery (200626) (5)
 £70-100
 
641. A group of WWI Victory medals, awarded to Private Walter Lucas of the Royal Marine Light Infantry (PO.10550), Lieutenant 
A Chaplin, Private Cecil E J Dodd of the Army Service Corps (M2-183356), and Driver Francis C Tasker of the Royal Field Artillery 
(103199) (4)
 £50-80
 
642. A WWI Army Vetenary Corps trio, awarded to Private Charles Rawlings (SE-5446), comprising Victory, War and 1914-15 Star 
(3)
 £70-100
 
643. A collection of British and Overseas medal ribbons and accessories, to include The Great War 1914-18 clasp, Atlantic clasp, 
Oak leaf, two rosettes, ribbon bars and more (parcel)
 £30-50
 
644. A WWI Royal Garrison Artillery duo, awarded to Gunner James C Brown (74422), comprising Victory and War medals (2)
 £40-60
 
645. A WWI Naval Trio, awarded to Stoker Joshua Burn Frederick William Brown (S.S.118877), Brown being a Stoker in WWI on 
HMS Benbow and later in WWII on HMS Whirlwind, comprising Royal Fleet Reserve Long Service and Good Conduct medal (marked 
SS.118877 (CH.B.17950) J.B.F.W BROWN STO.1.R.F.R) plus Victory and war medals (marked SS.118877 J.B.F.W. BROWN STO.2 RN) (3)
 £60-80
 
646. A WWI Yorkshire Light Infantry duo, awarded to Private Harry Clive Tombs (23552), comprising Victory and 1914-15 Star, 
Tombs was killed in action in France in 1915, originally from Barry in Glamorganshire, Wales, together with a 15th/19th Royal 
Hussars bi-metal cap badge (AF)
 £40-60
 

647. A WWI Period Royal Air Force and Royal Naval medal group, awarded to Charles Richard Thompson, comprising of the 
India General Service medal with Mahsud 1919/20 clasp and Waziristan 1919/21 clasp, marked with service number 338020, when 
he was an Armourer’s Crew 1st Class, plus his WWI duo, awarded to him when he was in the Royal Navy as a Telegraphist, with 
service number J.45166, together with his miniature medals, and copies of his Service and Discharge certificates
 £250-350
 
648. Two Red Cross Society medals, the Proficiency medal awarded to Monica Strickland (5498), plus a 1918 Nursing clasp (3)
 £30-40
 
649. A WWI The Queen’s Regiment medal duo, awarded to Private A.G.Garner (63564), together with his Colonial Police Long 
Service medal for his service in the Military Mounted Police, for the Ceylon Police Force, plus his epaulettes helmet plate, and a small 
silver tankard, together with a National Service medal, a carved wooden plate and other military badges, and items (parcel)
 £100-200
 
650. A group of four WWII medals, War, Defence, 1939-45 Star and France and Germany Star, complete with miniatures, 
believed to with been worn by Charles Thomas William, who served as a Vehicle Mechanic in the Paras and then transferred to the 
SAS, looks to be over polished
 £20-30
 
651. A Royal Artillery General Service medal 1962, awarded to Lance Bombardier S.Williams (23978551), with Northern Ireland 
clasp, complete with miniature
 £40-50
 
652. A WWI East Surrey Regiment trio, awarded to Private Charles Williams (200418), also part of the 1/5th Battalion, 
comprising War, Victory and Territorial Force War medal, plus a cased Elizabeth II Imperial Service medal for Charles Williams (4)
 £100-150
 
653. A WWII Royal Air Force (RAF) medal group, awarded to Flight Lieutenant Walter Kent, comprising RAF Long Service and 
Good Conduct, 1953 Coronation, WWII War, Defence and 1939-45 Star, together with four of his Log Books, numerous Workshop 
and Laboratory Records, Flight Card, sketchbooks, training books and more (parcel)
 £200-300
 
654. A William IV silver Breast Badge of the Ancient Order of the Foresters, the eight pointed star, with central convex circular 
panel with stags head and wreath, dated Sheffield 1837 by James Dixon & Sons
 £80-120
 
655. A WWI German Propaganda Iron Cross 1914, marked RD to the reverse, 4.5cm wide, together with a German Dog Tag, 
marked ‘Arm.Batl.10.’ to one side and ‘Franz Zmy Lonku. KR. PLESS. 30.11.84 ARM.ERS.BATL.17.A.K THORN. 1.K’ to the other (2)
 £80-120
 
656. A German Panzer tank lanyard shield,  in dark metal, with pin to back, unmarked
 £40-60
 
657. A collection of British and Overseas Submarine and Naval insignia badges, mainly Russian (qty)
 £60-80
 
658. An assortment of cap and cloth badges, to include Labour Corps, Royal Engineers, Argyll & Sutherland, ATS, The Welch, 
Royal Corps of Signals, Coldstream Guards and much more (parcel)
 £60-80
 
659. A collection of buttons, to include Royal Artillery, Police, Fire Service, SAS, Naval and many more, all various ages, small and 
large, sets and part sets
 £40-60
 
660. An assortment of sweetheart brooches and other pin badges, including British Legion, Royal Engineers, RAOC, ARP, 
Australian Commonwealth Military Forces, plus others non-military
 £50-80
 
661. A selection of Boys Brigade badges, including The King’s badge, Long Service, and more (parcel)
 £30-50
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662. An attributed collection of Paratrooper and SAS badges, worn by Charles Thomas William, comprising cap badges, pin 
badges, a silver and enamel sweetheart brooch, cloth badges etc, together with a selection of rank titles, Arnham medallion and 
others (parcel)
 £60-80
 
663. 1st S.A.S attributed Special Air Service cloth shoulder titles, light blue embroidery on maroon material (slightly 
discoloured), together with two Pegasus blue and maroon cloth badges, plus two ‘Who Dares Wins emblem cloth badges, worn by 
Charles Thomas Williams, Williams started as a vehicle mechanic in the Paratroopers, then transferred to the SAS, being stationed in 
Arnham, Norway, Belgium, Germany and Yugoslavia (6)
 £300-500
 
664. The Royal Scots, a Victorian helmet plate, circa 1881-89, the brass die-cast plate with detachable ‘The Royal Scots’ circlet, 
two loops to the circlet and two to the reverse of the plate, approx 13.5cm
 £60-80
 
665. The King’s Royal Rifle Corps, a Victorian helmet plate, with Maltese Cross design with polished highlights, Victorian Crown 
to top, two loops to reverse, approx 10cm
 £60-80
 
666. The Oxfordshire Regiment, a Victorian helmet plate, circa 1881-89, the brass die-cast plate with detachable ‘Oxfordshire’ 
circlet, Victorian Crown to top, both the circlet and the plate with two loops to reverse, approx 13.5cm
 £40-60
 
667. The Somersetshire Regiment, a Victorian helmet plate, circa 1881-89, the white metal plate with Victorian Crown to top, 
with detachable brass ‘Somersetshire’ circlet, with two loops, the plate with two slightly different loops, approx 13.5cm
 £40-60
 
668. The Duke of Cornwall’s Light Infantry, a Victorian helmet plate, circa 1881-89, the brass plate with ‘Duke of Cornwall’s Light 
Infantry’ detachable circlet, both circlet and plate with two loops, approx 13.5cm
 £50-80
 
669. The Middlesex Regiment, a George V helmet plate, the brass plate with ‘Middlesex’ detachable circlet, the circlet with two 
loops and plate with two slightly different loops, King’s Crown to top, looks to with had the Crown applied later approx 13.5cm
 £50-80
 
670. A Victorian Brass helmet plate, not containing the regiment central badge, with two loop construction to reverse, approx 
13cm
 £30-40
 
671. Royal Marines, a reproduction of a Victorian Royal Marine helmet plate, with Gibraltar scroll, with two loop construction, 
approx 13cm
 £30-50
 
672. 17th County of London Regiment, Rifle Brigade, Tower Hamlet Rifles Victorian Helmet plate, with ‘17th County of London 
Regt’, with three screws with nuts and washers to reverse, approx 9cm
 £50-80
 
673. London Rifle Brigade, two Other Ranks London Rifle Brigade helmet plates, one in brass and the other blackened, both two 
piece with two loop construction to reverse, both approx 10cm (2)
 £80-120
 
674. Highland Light Infantry, a post 1902 Highland Light Infantry two piece Plaid Brooch, with regiment badge to the centre, 
surrounded by thistle with Battle Honour above, complete with the brooch fittings
 £60-80
 
675. Royal Artillery, a King’s Crown Royal Artillery Helmet plate, with ‘Quo Fas Et Gloria Ducunt’ scroll to bottom, with three loop 
construction, approx 10.5cm
 £50-80
 
676. Royal Artillery, A Victorian Royal Artillery Helmet plate, with ‘Quo Fas Et Gloria Ducunt’ scroll to bottom, with three loop 
construction, approx 10.5cm
 £70-100

677. The Life Guards, eight Life Guards caps badges, to include four George V examples, The Life Guards, First Life Guards and 
Second Life Guards, all with sliders and Life Guards (1st and 2nd) with loops,  two Edward VIII examples, one with pierced design, the 
other without, both with loops to reverse, a George VI The Life Guards with two blades to the reverse marked Firmin London, and an 
Elizabeth II example, with loops to reverse (8)
 £100-150
 
678. Household Cavalry & Royal Horse Guards, An Elizabeth II Household Cavalry badge, with two loops to reverse, together 
with a George V Royal Horse Guard badge with slider, George VI Royal Horse Guard with two blades to reverse, and an Elizabeth II 
Royal Horse Guard badge with slider (4)
 £30-40
 
679. A Scarce WWI Guards Machine Gun Regiment cap badge, the brass badge with slider to reverse, marked JR Gaunt London, 
together with two WWI Guards Machine Gun Battalion badges, yellow metal example with two loops to reverse, the white metal 
example with an unnamed slider (3)
 £100-150
 
680. 1st King’s Dragoon Guards, comprising four badges, 98/15 example in brass, with two loops to reverse, WWI example in 
brass, with slider, a bi-metal 15/37 example with slider and a 39/59 example in white metal with two loops (4)
 £30-40
 
681. 2nd Dragoon Guards (Queen’s Bays), a Victorian OR’s cap badge, circa 1898/1901, with two loop construction to reverse, 
together with two later examples 01/53, with King’s Crown and with two loops to reverse, and 53/59 example with unnamed slider, 
the Old English ‘Bays’ without pierced design (3)
 £50-80
 
682. 3rd Carabiniers (Prince of Wales Dragoon Guards), three badges comprising 1898/1901 bi-metal example, with unnamed 
slider, an 01/53 WWI period example in brass, with slider and a 3rd Carabiniers bi-metal badge, also with slider, with applied brass 
Crown and naming (3)
 £30-40
 
683. 5th Royal Inniskilling Dragoon Guards, six badges, comprising two 1898/1901 examples, one bi-metal, the other yellow 
metal, both with two loops to reverse, an 01/22 bi-metal example with slider, a WWI period example, also with slider, a 22/53 
example with slider marked JR Gaunt and another with unnamed slider (6)
 £40-60
 
684. 6th Dragoon Guards (Carabiniers), three badges comprising a Victorian example, bi-metal, with two loop construction to 
reverse, an 01/22 example, in yellow metal with slider, plus a WWI bi-metal example, also with unnamed slider (3) 
 £40-60
 
685. Dragoon Guards, a group of five Dragoon Guard cap badges, to include two 4th Royal Irish, a bi-metal example and a WWI 
yellow metal example, together with two 7th Dragoon Guards (Princess Royal’s), one looks to be Victorian, the other WWI, plus a 4/7 
Royal Dragoon white metal badge, all five with unnamed sliders to reverse (5)
 £30-50
 
686. 1st Royal Dragoons, a group of four badges, comprising a Victorian bi-metal example, with three loops to reverse, a 01/15 
bi-metal example with King’s Crown and slider, a 15/19 yellow metal example with 105 to the front, and slider, plus a 48/58 bi-metal 
example, with slider marked JR Gaunt London (4)
 £40-60
 
687. Royal Scots Greys and Kings Own Hussars, two 2nd Dragoons Royal Scot Greys badges, comprising a 98/58 example, bi-
metal with two loops, a yellow metal WWI example with unnamed slider, plus three 3rd King’s Own Hussars, bi-metal 98/20 example 
with slider, yellow metal WWI example with two loops, plus a 20/58 example with slider (5)
 £30-50
 
688. 4th Queen’s Own Hussars, four badges, comprising two Victorian 98/01 examples, one completely yellow metal, the other 
bi-metal, both with two loops, an 06/53 bi-metal example with applied ‘Mente Et Manu’ scroll to the bottom, and King’s Crown, with 
unnamed slider, plus a similar bi-metal example, 53/58 with Queen’s Crown and unnamed slider (4)  
 £40-60
 
689. 5th Royal Irish Lancers, two badges comprising a Victorian 1898/1922 example, bi-metal, the brass body with applied white 
metal ‘5’ and lower parts to the flags, plus a WWI example, both with unnamed sliders to reverse (2)
 £40-60
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690. 6th Inniskilling Dragoons, three badges, including 98/22 bi-metal example with unnamed slider, an 98/22 white metal 
example, with unnamed slider and  WWI brass/copper example, with two loops to reverse, one of the loops being restored (3)
 £40-60
 
691. 7th Queen’s Own Hussars, four badges, comprising a Victorian 98/01 brass example, with smooth back, with two loops, 
a 01/53 bi-metal example, with unnamed slider, a WWI brass/copper example with unnamed slider and a 53/58 example, bi-metal 
with unnamed slider (4)
 £40-60
 
692. 8th King’s Royal Irish Hussars, four badges, including a 98/01 yellow metal example, with unnamed slider, an 01/53 bi-
metal example, with unnamed slider, a WWI period example, bi-yellow metal, the crown and harp of one metal and the scroll a 
different yellow metal, with unnamed slider, plus a 53/58 example, bi-metal, with unnamed slider (4)
 £50-80
 
693. 9th Queen’s Royal Lancers, five badges, comprising two 98/01 examples, one in white metal, the other in yellow metal, the 
yellow metal with some early repairs to reverse, both with two loops, a 01/53 white metal example, with unnamed slider, a WWI 
period example, with wire to the back, unnamed slider, and a 53/58 example, white metal with J.R Gaunt B’ham slider (5)
 £70-100
 
694. 10th Royal Hussars and 11th Hussars, three badges, a 98/58 bi-metal example, with unnamed slider, a scarce WWI all brass 
Economy example, with unnamed slider and an 11th Hussars 98/58 example with unnamed slider (3)
 £70-100
 
695. 12th Royal Lancers, four badges, including a 98/03 bi-metal example, with three loops, an 03/53 bi-metal example, with 
unnamed slider, a WWI all brass example, with unnamed slider and a 53/58 yellow metal example, with unnamed slider (4)
 £50-80
 
696. 13th Hussars, four badges, to include a Victorian OR’s bi-metal example, two loops to reverse, an 01/22 bi-metal example, 
with unnamed slider, an 01/22 Field Service badge, with unnamed slider, and a WWI brass/copper example, with two loops (4)
 £70-100
 
697. 14th King’s Hussars, two badges, comprising 1898/15 bi-metal example, with unnamed slider, the other a 15/22 example in 
brass/copper, with two loop construction (2)
 £30-40
 
698. 15th King’s Hussars, two badges, comprising 01/22 bi-metal example, with unnamed slider, together with a WWI example 
in brass/copper, with two loop construction (2)
 £30-40
 
699. 16th Queen’s Lancers, four badges, comprising an Edwardian OR’s bi-metal example, with unnamed slider, an 05/53 
bi-metal example, with unnamed slider, a WWI copper/brass example, with unnamed slider, and a 53/58 bi-metal example, with 
unnamed slider (4)
 £100-120
 
700. 18th Queen Mary’s Own Hussars, five badges, to include a Victorian bi-metal example, with two loops, an 01/04 bi-metal 
example with unnamed slider, an 04/05 and 05/11 copper/brass examples, with Princess of Wales’s Own scroll to lower, both with 
two loops, and a white metal 11/22 example, with unnamed slider (5)
 £80-120
 
701. 19th Princess of Wales’s Own Hussars, three badges, comprising a Victorian 98/01 example, with single scroll, two loop 
construction, an 01/09 double scrolled, with unnamed slider, and an 09/22 white metal example, with unnamed slider (3)
 £60-80
 
702. 17th Lancers and 20th Hussars, three badges, comprising a 98/58 white metal 17th Lancers badge, with unnamed slider, a 
17th Lancer WWI copper/brass example, with unnamed slider and a 20th Hussars example, 01/22, with unnamed slider (3)
 £30-40
 
703. 21st (Empress of India’s) Lancers, crossed lances Victorian cap badge, 1898/1899, the brass constructed badge with 
crowned crossed lances with pennons, the bottom half being in white metal, two loop construction to reverse
 £200-250
 

704. 21st (Empress of India’s) Lancers, Victorian straight upright lances badge, 1899/1901, with crowned VRI cipher to centre, 
with upright lances with pennons, bottom half in white metal, two loops to reverse
 £150-200
 
705. 21st (Empress of India’s) Lancers, Victorian crossed lances badge, circa 1901/02, the crossed lances with pennons, the 
bottom half with applied white metal, some wear, with two loops to reverse
 £100-120
 
706. 21st (Empress of India’s) Lancers, two badges, both of similar crossed lance design, one being circa 02/22, with white metal 
to the bottom half of the pennons, the other a WWI brass/copper example, both with unnamed sliders to reverse (2)
 £40-60
 
707. Dragoons/Hussars/Lancers, six WWII period badges, comprising a 22nd Dragoons, with unnamed slider, a 23rd Hussars 
bi-metal, with unnamed slider, a 24th Lancers white metal, with two loop construction, a 25th Dragoons bi-metal example, with 
unnamed slider, a 26th Hussars, with two loop construction, and a 27th Lancers bi-metal example, with two loops (6)
 £80-120
 
708. Hussars, 13/18 Royal Hussars, three badges, comprising 1922/38 bi-metal example, a 38/53 yellow metal example and a 
53/58 yellow metal example, together with two 14/40 Kings Hussars badges, both 31/58, one in white metal with two loops, and the 
other yellow metal with slider, all sliders are unnamed (5)
 £50-80
 
709. 15/19th King’s Royal Hussars, two badges, a 1922/53 bi-metal example, together with a 53-56 bi-metal example, both with 
unnamed sliders (2)
 £30-40
 
710. 1st Armoured Motor Battery, 1912/19, yellow metal, with two loop construction to reverse
 £60-80
 
711. 49th Division West Riding Reconnaissance Corps, a WWII white metal example, with two loops to reverse, together with 
two WWII Reconnaissance Corps badges, one in white metal with two loops to reverse, and the other copper/brass with unnamed 
slider (3)
 £70-100
 
712. The Buffs Royal East Kent Regiment, two badges, including a 1898/58 example with unnamed slider, together with a 4th 
Battalion 1908/20 example, with two loops to reverse (2)
 £30-40
 
713. 20th.21st.22nd.23rd & 29th Northumberland Fusiliers (Tyneside Scottish), three badges, comprising a 1914 1st Pattern 
white metal example, with two loops to reverse, together with  a 3rd Pattern example, with two loops and a WWI OR’s example, with 
two loops (3)
 £150-200
 
714. 24th-27th Battalion Royal Northumberland Fusiliers (Tyneside Irish), WWI OR’s brass cap badge, with two loop 
construction to reverse
 £30-40
 
715. Royal Warwickshire Regiment, 14th (Service) Battalion, 1st Birmingham Royal Warwickshire Regiment WWI cap badge, 
‘Birmingham Pals’, the bi-metal badge with white metal stage on two tier scroll, with unnamed slider
 £80-120
 
716. Royal Warwickshire Regiment, 15th (Service) Battalion, 2nd Birmingham Royal Warwickshire Regiment WWI cap badge, 
‘Birmingham Pals’, the bi-metal badge with white metal stage on two tier scroll, with JR Gaunt marked slider
 £80-120
 
717. Royal Warwickshire Regiment, 16th (Service) Battalion, 3rd Birmingham Royal Warwickshire Regiment WWI cap badge, 
‘Birmingham Pals’, the bi-metal badge with white metal stage on two tier scroll, with JR Gaunt marked slider
 £80-120
 
718. The King’s Liverpool Regiment, 10 badges, various badges to include, 98/26, WWI, 26/46, 46/58, 5th Battalion, 6th 
Battalion and 7th & 9th Battalion, various designs and materials all with unnamed sliders to reverse (10)
 £60-80
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719. Liverpool Irish & Liverpool Scottish, three 8th Battalion Liverpool Irish badges, including WWI, 1908/22 and 39/45, all with 
unnamed sliders, plus a 10th Battalion Liverpool Scottish, with two loops to reverse (4)
 £50-80
 
720. 17th-20th Liverpool Regiment, Liverpool Pals, WWI brass cap badge, with flat back, with two loop construction
 £30-40
 
721. Royal Norfolk Regiment, four badges, comprising 1898/1937 bi-metal example, a WWI brass/copper example, 37/53 
example and a 53/58 example, all with unnamed sliders (4)
 £40-60
 
722. Devonshire Regiment, six badges, comprising Victorian 98/01 bi-metal example with unnamed slider, an 01/53 bi-metal 
example with unnamed slider, a WWI brass/copper example, with pin back (pin present but detached), a 53/58 bi-metal example, 
with unnamed slider, a 4th Battalion black example and a 5th Battalion white metal example, both 08/50, both with two loops (6)
 £50-80
 
723. Suffolk Regiment, five badges, including a bi-metal Victorian 98/01 example, an 01/53 bi-metal example, a WWI brass 
example, a 53/58 bi-metal example and a 4th, 5th and 6th Battalion bi-metal example, all with unnamed sliders (5)
 £30-40
 
724. Somerset Light Infantry, six badges, to include 98/46 white metal example, a WWI brass/copper example, and a 46/58 
example, all with ‘Jellalabad’ scrolls to the top, a 1908/58 4th & 5th Battalion white metal example and a WWI brass example, both 
with South Africa ‘1900-01’ scrolls to the top, plus a white metal Militia example, all with unnamed sliders, one possibly plated (6)
 £60-80
 
725. West Yorkshire Regiment, four badges, comprising a bi-metal 98/58 example and a brass WWI example, both with 
unnamed sliders, together with an 8th Battalion P.W.O West Yorkshire, with two loops and a 7th/8th Battalion West Yorkshire 
example with unnamed slider, both in black (4)
 £40-60
 
726. 15th & 17th Service Battalion West Yorkshire Regiment (Leeds Pals), a WWI Kitchener’s Army badge, in brass, with two 
loops to reverse (1)
 £50-80
 
727. East Yorkshire Regiment, three badges, including a 98/58 bi-metal example, with applied white metal rose, with J.R Gaunt 
London panel to reverse, with two loops, a WWI brass example and a 5th (Cyclist) Battalion 08/20 example in black, with unnamed 
slider (3)
 £40-60
 
728. Royal Leicestershire Regiment, five badges, including three examples with a ‘Hindoostan’ banner to the top, including a 
98/46 bi-metal example, with unnamed slider (repaired), a WWI brass example, with unnamed slider, a 46/58 bi-metal example, 
with Dowler Birmingham slider, together with two 4th/5th 6th Battalion examples, 08/46 bi-metal and a WWI all brass, both with 
unnamed sliders (5)
 £40-60
 
729. Royal Irish Regiment, two badges, comprising a Victorian 98/01 brass example, with two loops, and a 02/22 all brass 
example with Smith & Wright Ltd BHA slider (2)
 £40-60
 
730. Yorkshire Regiment (Green Howards), five badges, including a 98/08 bi-metal example (possibly plated), with two loops, an 
08/52 white metal, with unnamed slider, a WWI example, with unnamed slider and 52/56 example with unnamed slider, plus a 4th & 
5th Battalion 08/20 copper example, with unnamed slider (5)
 £70-100
 
731. Lancashire Fusiliers, four badges, including two bi-metal examples, comprising two 08/58 (unnamed sliders), together with 
a 5th/6th/7th & 8th Battalion 08/46 bi-metal example with two loops and a WWI all brass example, with unnamed slider (4)
 £50-80
 
732. Cheshire Regiment, three badges, comprising a bi-metal 98/22 example, an all brass WWI example and a 22/58 bi-metal 
example, all with unnamed sliders (3)
 £30-50
 

733. South Wales Borderers and Brecknockshire Battalion, three badges, comprising 98/58 bi-metal example and a WWI all 
brass example, plus a WWI all brass Brecknockshire Battalion badge, all with unnamed sliders (3)
 £60-80
 
734. Royal Inniskilling Fusiliers, four badges, including a 98/26 bi-metal example, a WWI all brass example, both with unnamed 
sliders, a 26/34 white metal example, with Marples & Beasley, Birmingham slider, and a 34/58 bi-metal example, with Firkin London 
slider (4)
 £50-80
 
735. East Lancashire Regiment, six badges, comprising a Victorian bi0metal example, with two loops, an 01/53 bi-metal, with 
unnamed slider, a WWI all brass, with unnamed slider, and a 53/58 bi-metal example, with J.R Gaunt Birmingham slider, together 
with two 4th & 5th Battalion example, including a scarce white metal 08/20 example and a later bi-metal example, both with two 
loops (6)
 £100-150
 
736. East Surrey Regiment, six badges, including a Victorian bi-metal, an 01/46 bi-metal, a WWI all brass, a smaller 46/53 
bi-metal (possibly collar) with Buttons Ltd Birmingham slider, a 53/58 bi-metal example of two piece construction and a black 6th 
Battalion example, all with sliders (6)
 £60-100
 
737. 13th Battalion (Wandsworth) East Surrey Regiment, a scarce WWI bi-metal example, with two loops to reverse (1)
 £40-60
 
738. The Border Regiment, six badges, comprising of a Victorian example, with two loops and centre blades holding in felt, 
an 02/53 white metal example with slider and holder for felt, and a 53/58 white metal example, with J R Gaunt London slider, and 
holder with felt to centre, together with two 4th Battalion Cumberland and Westmorland badges, 08/46 white metal and an all brass 
WWI example, both with two loops, and a 5th Battalion white metal example, also with two loops (6)
 £60-80
 
739. 11th (Lonsdale) Battalion Border Regiment, a WWI brass OR’s badge, with two loops to reverse
 £40-60
 
740. Royal Sussex Regiment, three badges, comprising a 98/58 bi-metal example, with applied brass scroll, a WWI all brass 
example, plus a 5th (Cinque Ports) Battalion 08/46 all brass example, all with unnamed sliders (3)
 £40-60
 
741. Royal Hampshire Regiment, eight badges, comprising four Royal Hampshire 98/46, WWI all brass, 46/53 and 53/58 (with 
Ammo UK slider), two 6th (Duke of Connaught’s Own) Battalion, 08/46 bi-metal and WWI all brass and two 7th (Duke of Connaught’s 
Own) Battalion, 08/47 and WWI all brass, both with unnamed sliders (8)
 £40-50
 
742. Hampshire Regiments,  five badges, comprising two 8th (Isle of Wight Rifles) battalion, white metal 08/46 and a WWI all 
brass examples, 9th (Cyclist) Battalion, 08/19m all brass, a Royal Guernsey Light Infantry 08/39 and a Royal Jersey Light Infantry 
08/47 badge, all with unnamed sliders (5)
 £40-60
 
743. South Staffordshire Regiment, four badges, including a Victorian white metal example, with two loops, an 01/53 bi-metal 
example, unnamed slider, a WWI all brass, with unnamed slider and a 53/58 bi-metal example with Marples & Beasley Birmingham 
slider (4)
 £40-60
 
744. Dorsetshire Regiment, five badges, including a bi-metal 01/51 example, a WWI all brass, with two loops, and a bi-metal 
51/58 example, plus two 4th Battalion example, a bi-metal 08/46 and a WWI all brass (5)
 £40-60
 
745. South Lancashire Regiment,  five badges, Prince of Wales’s Volunteers, including a 98/58 bi-metal and WWI all brass, 
together with an 08/47 and WWI 4th Battalion examples and a 5th Battalion 08/38 example in black (5)
 £40-60
 
746. The Welch Regiment, five badges, to include a 98/20 bi-metal with J R Gaunt London slider, a WWI all brass with slider, 
a 20/58 bi-metal with slider, together with a 7th (Cyclist) Battalion, in black with slider, and a WWI 16th (Cardiff Pals) battalion, all 
brass with two loops (5)
 £60-80
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747. A group of three vintage air rifles,  comprising of two overseas examples, including a model .322, a Chinese example with a 
4x20 scope and a vintage Diana Mod 1, all AF, all sold as untested (3)
 £50-80
 
748. A Webley Mk III .22 calibre air rifle, serial 37086, with underlever action, inlaid Webley disc to the stock, complete with 
sights 
 £50-80
 
749. A vintage Diana Mod 25 .177 calibre air rifle, marked 25/03, with high blade front sight, middle sight AF
 £40-60
 
750. A Falcon F19 PCP left-handed air rifle, .22 calibre, serial 93906, also marked S.W.P 2700PSI, complete with Sports Match 
4x40 scope 
 £100-150
 
751. A rolled leather sheep skin padded gun slip, with decorative floral pressed leather decoration to either end and centre, 
possibly Spanish
 £20-30
 
752. A blank firing mortar launcher, the launcher painted in traditional black and green camouflage colouration, complete 
with stand, plate and three blank firing mortars, this lot is offered for the purposes of historical re-enactment or theatrical use in 
accordance with the VCR Act 2006
 £250-300
 
753. A Deactivated Lee Enfield Bolt Action converted Grenade Launcher, serial AW19487, dated 1945, the .303 rifle converted 
from the No.4 Enfield with the No.5 stock, fitting for the recoil pad, with deactivation certificate from Birmingham Gun Barrel Proof 
House, dated 18/05/2020, number 155066, complete with new No.4 butt and a No.4 hand guard 
 £300-350
 
754. A Deactivated WWII Canadian Long Branch .303 bolt action sniper rifle, serial 35L4570, dated 1943, complete with 
WWI E.R.Watts & Son Canada Limited tripod, dated 1914, WWII gun slip, dated 1942, a pair of WWII Canadian No.2 MkII spotters 
binoculars and case, dated 1943, all within a WWII Canadian metal gun case, sprayed with white Maple leaf, dated 1941, sold with 
deactivation certificate from The Birmingham Gun Barrel Proof House, dated 29/09/2021, cert no.164440
 £800-1200
 
755. A Deactivated British Lee Enfield .303 Bolt Action Rifle, dated 1893, serial RB8229, with VR Cipher and multiple proof 
marks, together with a Horse Cavalry Rifle bucket, complete with straps, sold with deactivation certificate from The Birmingham Gun 
Barrel Proof House, dated 16/06/21, cert no.161521
 £1000-1200
 
756. A 19th Century Indian Matchlock Musket, with a six band barrel (missing one), with flared and engraved muzzle, marked 
JPR/EXP 2/7771, with typical action, stamped 3739 to the wooden butt overall length approx. 209cm
 £100-150
 
757. A 19th Century Allen’s Patent  six shot percussion cap revolver, marked Allen’s Patent and dated 1845 to the hammer, with 
worn swag design, mechanism broken, 8.4cm long barrels marked Allen & Wheel***, with wooden handle, AF
 £120-180
 
758. An antique percussion cap pocket pistol unnamed, with proof marks, 3’’ unscrewable smooth bore barrel, action works 
well
 £40-60
 
759. A 19th Century flintlock Musket, with London stamped to the lock plate, 130cm long barrel with proof marks, action works 
well but does need some attention
 £100-200
 
760. An early percussion cap musket/rifle, with indistinct markings to the lock plate, early hammer, action needs attention, 43’’ 
barrel, complete with ram rod, AF
 £100-150
 

761. A William Rodgers fighting knife, with 13cm long double edged blade, maker name stamped to the blade, complete with 
leather sheath (2)
 £40-60
 
762. A WWII German K98 matching numbers bayonet and scabbard, the 25.5cm long blade, marked 42asw to one side and 
9292c to the other, the steel scabbard marked with the same numbers and in the same fashion (2)
 £120-180
 
763. A Middle Eastern wooden handled Kukri, the shaped wooden handle, with carved design to centre, with 29cm long blade, 
with etched design to both sides, complete with sheath, missing the skinning knives
 £30-40
 
764. A French Gras Bayonet, (T-Back), dated 1876 to the spine of the blade, with proof marks to the quillion, serial 72587, 
complete with scabbard, serial 47838
 £30-50
 
765. A US 1913 Pattern Remington bayonet, dated 1917, complete with scabbard, marked GF to lower, and leather frog, 
together with another US Remington 1917 bayonet, without scabbard, plus another scabbard for another style bayonet (4)
 £80-120
 
766. A Middle Eastern Omani Khunjar presentation dagger, with ornate white metal decoration, complete with scabbard, pus 
embroided and applied white metal belt, plus a small dagger, a shawl in brown material heightened in gilt, and other items (parcel)
 £150-250
 
767. A German dagger, with an RZM M7/36 marked blade, the hilt being de-swastikaed, and stamped 456, non-standard grip, 
compete with scabbard
 £60-100
 
768. A small selection of knives, to include an antler handled hunting knife, a Plummet Major Throwing knife, a Middle Eastern 
dagger, plus two others, AF, together with a vintage leather shot flask
 £40-60
 
769. A 20th Century Central African arm knife, together with two other Middle Eastern blades, all with sheaths (6)
 £30-50
 
770. A WWII Third Pattern Fairbairn Sykes fighting knife, marked ‘2’ to the grip, blade slightly worn, complete with leather 
scabbard (2)
 £70-100
 
771. An Indian made Kukri, with both skinning knives, together with two Middle Eastern daggers, one decorated with small sea 
shells (3)
 £40-60
 
772. An assortment of blades, to include three Indian, one in the form of a fish, a cork handled hunting/skinning knife, plus 
another (parcel)
 £30-50
 
773. An Indian horn handled Kukri, together with two similar, all AF
 £40-60
 
774. An Asian brass bound Kris, the handle and the top of the sheath embossed with floral decoration,  leading to 34cm long 
blade
 £30-40
 
775. A group of four overseas knives, all with wooden handles and sheaths, one in the style of a Kris, others different styles and 
lengths (4)
 £30-50
 
776. A selection of African and other blades, to include a curved blade with circlet decoration, with leather bound grip, guard 
and sheath, and others (4)
 £50-80
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777. A selection of African knives, to include a Tebu/Toubou, all with sheaths, various designs and sizes (parcel)
 £70-100
778. Four Middle Eastern knives, to include two Turkish Khanjars, Indian horn handled knife and another Indian blade (4)
 £50-80
 
779. A group of four machete style blades, to include a Yates & Co example, a Martingale No.227, and two others (4)
 £60-80
 
780. A selection of African and Tribal knives, each with a different design and shape blade (parcel)
 £60-100
 
781. A WWII Machete, by Beal & Sons, dated 1942, stamped with a broad arrow to the handle, complete with sheath dated 
1944
 £50-60
 
782. A collection of Tribal blades, including a Tebu/Toubou, another similar and others with various designs and shaped blades
 £60-100
 
783. Three Yataghan bayonets, together with a T-back bayonet, dated 1878, all AF, one yataghan stuck in scabbard (4)
 £40-50
 
784. A US 1917 bayonet and scabbard, stamped MDE to the blade, the green scabbard also with the hanger
 £50-80
 
785. A Swiss Sig bayonet, serial 313919, complete with scabbard and frog, a Siamese type 45 with scabbard, an L1A3 with 
scabbard and another bayonet (4)
 £60-80
 
786. A US M4 bayonet and M8A1 scabbard, together with a US M5 and scabbard, plus four other bayonets, one missing a 
scabbard (6)
 £70-100
 
787. A 1913 Pattern Remington bayonet, dated 1917, complete with scabbard (AF) and frog
 £40-60
 
788. A WWI German Butcher bayonet, by Alex Coppel, Solingen, dated 1918, blade with faults and worn grip
 £50-60
 
789. A 1907 Pattern British bayonet by Wilkinson, possibly dated 10, complete with scabbard and hanger, both AF
 £60-80
 
790. A US M7 bayonet, complete with US M8A1 scabbard, stamped PWH
 £40-50
 
791. A Fairbairn Sykes fighting dagger, originally owned by Charles Thomas Williams of the Para Regiment and the S.A.S, 
unmarked, tip snapped off, complete with scabbard
 £80-120
 
792. A replica German SS Dagger, with faint RZM M7/14 to the blade, complete with scabbard
 £30-40
 
793. A Royal Navy 1859 pattern cutlass bayonet, by Bleckham, with BM within bow and arrow to the blade, blade 70cm, in good 
condition, needs a clean, large steel hand guard, together with steel and leather scabbard, scabbard AF
 £180-220
 
794. A Unit Marked British 1879 Pattern Martini Henry Artillery Carbine sword bayonet, stamped for the 148 Royal Field 
Artillery, with VR stamp to the blade, 8/83, with slightly worn down sawback, multiple markings to the blade, 65cm, complete with 
stell and leather scabbard, also marked RFA
 £250-300
 
795. A Brazilian 1909 Mauser Sidearm, wooden cross hatched grip, with 39cm long blade, stamped to the guard 4231 and 941, 
complete with leather and steel scabbard

 £120-150
796. A Belgian Training knife, with shaped wooden grip, metal guard and spring loaded retractable 13cm long rod, with rubber 
ball to the end
 £120-150
 
797. A German S1914 bayonet and scabbard by BK, single fullered, single edged 31cm long blade, with black painted steel 
scabbard (2) 
 £80-120
 
798. A 1913 Pattern Remington bayonet, dated 1917, together with scabbard and military marked leather frog by BH & Co dated 
1941, together with An officially-shortened for WWII Lebel bayonet, serial 63994, cruciform blade 34cm, complete with scabbard, 
plus another Lebel bayonet, with a miss printed serial, with scabbard
 £150-180
 
799. A French 1842 Yataghan bayonet, with inscription to the spine of the blade, brass handle, 57cm long blade, complete with 
steel scabbard, together with a Berthier M1982, serial 85093, scabbard serial 25311, and a Chassepot 1866 
 £180-200
 
800. A US M3 bayonet, complete with a USM8 scabbard and frog, together with an FS dagger (damaged tip), within a US M8A1 
scabbard, plus a 1958 M7 bayonet by A.E.T with USM8A1 scabbard 
 £150-180
 
801. A Czech VZ24 bayonet and scabbard, marked CSZ to the blade (AF), together with a Siamese Mauser bayonet and scabbard, 
a Austrian/Hungarian M95 bayonet and scabbard marked FGGY,  plus a Chilean Bayonet and scabbard and a  Gras, serial 14795, 
scabbard serial 86535
 £120-150
 
802. Three African/Tribal blades, all of similar size but different design, together with a tribal sword, possibly converted from a 
spear (4)
 £60-80
 
803. A Post War FS Fighting knife by J Nowell & Sons, together with a Dinghy survival knife and three military issue pocket 
knives
 £60-80
 
804. A 3rd Pattern Fairbairn Sykes fighting dagger, complete with leather sheath
 £120-150
 
805. Three French Gras/Yataghan bayonets, comprising of two m1842 and an 1866 example, all with inscriptions to the spine of 
the blade, no scabbards
 £100-150
 
806. A George V Army Service Corps presentation sword,  the standard sword with engraved blade with Royal Cipher and 
ASC emblem, the leather bound scabbard with small presentation plaque, ‘Presented to Capt W.J Almond, Officer Commanding 
E.Y.R.A.S.C (V), by his Brother Officers as a token of Esteem & Regard 1919’
 £150-250
 
807. A Georgian Style sword, together with two overseas swords, all of different design and ages, possibly reproduction, all AF
 £30-50
 
808. An early double edged sword, with back to back crescent moons stamped to the 72cm long blade, with metal guard and 
grip, with applied decoration, possibly Spanish, AF
 £100-150
 
809. A group of three African/Tribal swords, all of different design, one with bone pommel, one possibly made up piece (3)
 £50-100
 
810. An African broadsword, with triangular 62cm long blade, with engraved design, with wooden inlaid handle, and brass 
pommel, complete with leather style scabbard
 £100-150
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billing information, in a form acceptable to us. You must also satisfy any security arrangements we have in place before entering the auction room 
to view or bid. We strongly recommend that you attend the auction in person. You are responsible for your decision to bid for a particular Lot. If 
you bid on a Lot, including by telephone and online bidding, or by placing a commission bid, we assume that you have carefully inspected the Lot 
and satisfied yourself regarding its condition and authenticity.   The Purchase Price: As Buyer, you will pay: a) the Hammer Price; b) a premium of 20% 
of the Hammer Price if bidding in the room; telephone bidding or leaving a commission bid directly with SAS; and for all bidding online via SAS LIVE; 
and a premium of 25% will be charged for all bidding online via the-saleroom.com c.) any artist’s resale right royalty payable on the sale of the Lot; 
and d) any VAT due.  

VAT: You shall be liable for the payment of any VAT applicable on the Hammer Price and premium due for a Lot. We will charge  VAT at the current 
rate at the date of the auction. Items in our catalogue may be marked in the following ways: (*) indicates that VAT is payable by the buyer on the 
hammer price as well as being an element in the buyer’s premium. VAT will be chargeable at the standard rate (presently 20%). This imposition of 
VAT is likely to be because the seller is registered for VAT within the European Union and is not operating the Dealer’s Margin Scheme or because 
VAT is due at 20% on importation into the UK. (**) indicates that the lot has been imported from outside the European Union. [These lots are 
liable to the standard rate of VAT (currently 20%); in certain circumstances these lots will incur a reduced rate of VAT (5%) on the hammer price 
and buyer’s premium]. The rate will be clearly indicated. Lots which do not have either of the above symbols have no VAT payable on the hammer 
price. This is because such lots are sold using the Auctioneers’ Margin Scheme. The VAT included within the premium is not recoverable as input 
tax.   

Payment:  Immediately following your successful bid on a Lot you will pay to us the Total Amount Due within 7 days, by cash (maximum £10,000) or 
bank transfer. Following the day of the sale, we will send out invoices to all successful telephone, online and commission bidders via email or post. 
Your items can be made ready for collection by appointment only. This also applies for courier collection. We are unable to offer in house postage yet 
in Dudley but recommend That’s your lot based locally in Wombourne on 01902 75212 or info@thats-your-lot.co.uk. We also reserve the right to ask 
the buyer to complete a disclaimer regarding this service prior to despatching the goods. Alternatively, you will (at your own expense) pay for and 
personally collect or arrange your own courier to collect any Lots that you have purchased. This must be undertaken no later than 7 days following 
the day of the auction. You may not claim or collect a Lot until you have paid for it. If you do not pay for or collect the Lot within this time period, you 
will be responsible for any reasonable removal, storage and insurance charges in relation to that Lot.  Warranties: The Seller warrants to us and to you 
that: the Seller is the true owner of the Lot for sale or is authorised by the true owner to offer and sell the lot at auction; the Seller is able to transfer 
good and marketable title to the Lot to you free from any third party rights or claims; and as far as the Seller is aware, the main characteristics of the 
Lot set out in the auction catalogue (as amended by any notice displayed in the saleroom or announced by the Auctioneer at the auction) are correct. 
If, after you have placed a successful bid and paid for a Lot, any of the warranties above are found not to be true, please notify us in writing. Neither 
we nor the Seller will be liable to pay you any sums over and above the Total Amount Due and we will not be responsible for any inaccuracies in the 
information provided by the Seller except as set out below.   

Descriptions and condition: Our descriptions of the Lot will be based on: (a) information provided to us by the Seller of the Lot (for which we are not 
liable); and (ii) our opinion (although it is likely that we will not be able to carry out a detailed inspection of each Lot). Weights and measurements 
given are all estimates. We will give you a number of opportunities to view and inspect the Lots before the auction. You (and any independent 
consultants acting on your behalf) must satisfy yourself about the accuracy of any description of a Lot. We shall not be responsible for any 
failure by you or your consultants to properly inspect a Lot. Representations or statements by us as to authorship, genuineness, origin, date, age, 
provenance, condition or estimated selling price involve matters of opinion. We undertake that any such opinion will be honestly and reasonably held 
and accept liability for opinions given negligently or fraudulently. Please note that Lots (in particular second-hand Lots) are unlikely to be in perfect 
condition. Lots are sold “as is” (i.e. as you see them at the time of the auction). Neither we nor the Seller accept any liability for the condition of 
second hand Lots or for any condition issues affecting a Lot if such issues are included in the description of a Lot in the auction catalogue (or in any 
saleroom notice) and/ or which the inspection of a Lot by the Buyer ought to have revealed. We will give indications of provenance where stated by 
sellers. It is imperative that potential buyers or their Agents inspect lots that interest them prior to the auction. Purchases of autographed materials 
and works are made at the risk of the purchaser. Subject to our Terms and Conditions we cannot accept returns on these items.  

  

  

  

811. A Russian Shashka display piece, with numerous stamps to the blade and the guard, complete with scabbard and bayonet 
(1)
 £60-80
 
812. A CSA Richmond Arsenal swords, possibly reproduction, with stamps to blade, complete with scabbard
 £25-35
 
813. Two Middle Eastern style swords, both with engraved blades, curved blades, complete with scabbards, AF
 £60-100
 
814. A Rapier style sword, with double edged blade, wire bound handle and spheric pommel, blade 85cm blade
 £80-120
 
815. An Indian Sword stick, with twist collar release, carved top and 55cm long blade, AF
 £40-60
 
816. A group of three sword stick, various designs, AF
 £60-80
 
817. Two Indian Talwar style swords, one with brass engraved grip, in the form of an animal, the other a wooden grip, both with 
decoratively etched blades, both with scabbards (2)
 £40-60
 
818. A Victorian Court sword by Linney, with etched blade, AF, brass guard, missing cipher, wire grip and Victorian Crown 
pommel, complete with brass and leather scabbard, scabbard AF
 £100-150
 
819. Two Indian Swords, both AF,  together with four Japanese reproduction swords, all with scabbards, AF
 £40-60
 
820. A Japanese Katana style sword,  with 65cm long blade, brass mounts and button release, complete with brown scabbard, 
also with brass mounts
 £80-100
 

END OF AUCTION
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